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COMPETENCY -BASED CAREER. GUIDANCE PROGRAM DESIGN:

A 2-DAY TRAINING WORkSHOP
)

,

Garry R. Walz
Libby Benjamin ,

Helen L. Mamarchev

Throughout this dedade'in:OuOYnation the concept of-careermleYelopt
_

has-gained increasing emphasis in the total educational -Procest-=-

the. ,concept that education experiences hould be designed to respond

to 'studnt needs for life skills as well as academic knowledge: letereas

career/education was - -once narrowly defined as occupational' awareness,

andskill-training,educators now recOgnize'thatdecition-
i

. _

valbeclarification, and self-knowledge areCruciai to

Satisfying dccupational choice andLrewarding experiences in all aspects

. of:Hiring, Thus., the design:and impl ementation of effeciive delivery:

systems;`: Or career:development:programs have:,beCome a major concern of

educators, as well as of parents, legislators? and interested; community

members.

Need
b. -1

At Recent trends in career education have caused the cereet=:§0dance

program to play a crucial, role in career deirelOpmehtPrograms. National

student needs assessment data, such the ACT'N ibnal Assessment of
4 *

. .

.
Student Needs, as well'as similar data col cted bY atew.Edo assessment

,

programs(e.B., Michigan, Iowi, horidal indicate't uoe tsidentify
. .

help in career planning as their number one need. demands are escalating

for more viable occupational 'information services., .Schools and colleges

are expercing-greater.interPst in and use of placeMentSPrvicei.

Teaching petisonnel are askingfor assistance in using community resources

4 :
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and developing career-relevant instructional programs. Underlying

thesenew pressures is the emphasis on accpuhtability--outcomes evi-

dence that whatever program is adapted achieve what it purports to do.

Meeting all of these demandairequires the development of career guidance

programs With clearly defined goals and objectives which effectively

intermit the talents and Skills of personnel within and outside of the

school.

Purpose

Planning career guidance programs that can fulfill their potential

contributiog to the total.career development program requires special

knowledge and skills on the part of all career guidance personnel,

including counselors, counselor educators, career. education specialists,

vocaitional guidance personnel, .and specialists in pupil personnel ser-

vices. Because the roles they must fill may be new to some of these

individuals, they will need inurvice training to refresh and enhance

their Competencies. This documentdescribes a 2-day training program that

max be-used by individvals or,in preservice or inservice experiences to

teach participants the khowledge and skills required to design, develop,

and evaluate competency-basedcareer guidance *grams in whatever their

work setting may be.
fr.

We believed it especially important in developing-this program that

it be transportable, competency-based, and able to be used in a wide

variety of settings. We also wished to emphasize action and skill -

building rather than, mere acquisition of-knowledge-rso the,focus is on

doing, on putting into practice what is learned, Ail the conclusion of
)

the training experiences, 'participants will have developed an Action Plan

that they can immediately put to use in4Oetr bwn aareeK.guidance program.

7



.This.pfogram.incorporates the attitude -that the`'Most effective

method:of accomplishing the .tasks of career guidance-program design and

implementation is through. the teamapproach,.the,cOoperative and colla-

boritiVe efforts of those persons mostoAlrectly associated with or

responsible for the career guidance program. Counselors have trait'-

tionally operated as individual entrepreneurs committed to doing within

a broad framework of guidance services whatever was most personally

J appealing. Consequently, it has been difficult to describe in any

specific way what it is that guidance does for whom. Counselors who

have tried to develop cohesive programs have often been thwarted or have

failed because of lack of administrative and staff'support and under-

standing. Dur viewpoint, therefore, is that career guidance programs,

have a greater potential for success if counselors collaborate with

others who are responsible for the institution's.educational commitnientsA

4nd goals to determine the specific objectives, outcomes," content of

4e career guidance program. .

4t#

Description
. ,

The workshop provides a step-by-step approach to-developing compitency-'

based carter guidance programs from the beginning stages of,determination,

of
(needs

to the final stages of evaluation and implementation. The pro-

gram is presented as a single, integrated training package that'can be

used by career guidance personnel through self-instruction or as a pre-
.*
inservice workshop of approthly two days in length. ,(Time guide-

lines are provided for Workshop usage.) The.user should note that instrUc-
_1 , 1

tionS for the facilitator (either the team chairperson or the,workshop
i

coordinator) are provided ih the Facilitator's Guide at the end of the

participant materials.

s .



Thebasiccompftentsofthis systematic approach to career juid-:
-r

ance prNam design include:

1. Need's assessmenti-of students, staff, counselors, resources,

and the existing program;

2. Consensus-seeking.strategies for enhancing the team experience;

3. Tasks to clarify 'goals and objectives;

4. Establishment of performance indicators, i.e., criterion levels,

for the objectives;

5. Design of the pr6gram in terms of each person's role and the

overall time framework for accomplishing the goals;

6. Resources identification and assessment;

7. Evaluation procedures;

8. MethOds for overcoming barriers to the iAillementation of career

guidance programs; and

9. Behavforal strategies for acting as change agents within the

back-home setting.

We suggest that participants in the program conduct a needs assesi-
.

ment'of students, staff, arecounselori before they come to the workshop;

if they have not already done so. Forms that can be used for assessing

needs are included in the training program materials in Appendix B of
c

Day 1.

The materials are divided into two workshop days, and approximate

times are specified for each portion of the program in the Facilitator's

Guide. The Guide follows the participant materials and contains complete

instructions for implementing ,the program.

Thelrogram is best facilitated with a team or teams of participants

whb work together in the same setting in career guidance program.

4 -9



development. We suggest that the team.be compOsed of four to six. people,
. .

and include counselors., teachers, and at least one administrator. All

of the activities are designed to be performed by, these teams:

Upp completion oT the program,/participants will possess the know-
,

ledge and skills, and, we hope, the motivation necessary to implement-
')

'the Action. Plan- which they have developed. throughout the program. In this

way they will be,lable to respon/ d effectively and efficiently to the needs

of those for whoii their carve' guidirke Program is intended.

Pie next page begins the participant section of the'competency-
,

blsed career gUidance traithing program.

A
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INTRODUCTION

Up to "now, career guidance agt4vities.have been ancillary

.services to the instructional program, separated frOM the inr

structional.process, "the shift to a life career development

orientation is having:major impact on school staffs,.student

and-the delivery of 'guidance services in a number of waxt:

1. Students arebetter able to see how /their school
.

s ,

\-itudies relate td.their life goals/for work and,.

i.
further education.

Counselors, teachers, administrators and commu,

,nity people are coming together in new kinds of

relationships.

. Career guidance personnel are being required

to assume new roles and unctions.

4. Career guidande personne] are beginning- to view

their efforts as related Oarts,of a total program. -

rather than as disparate "activities:"

aOW guidance:
career

'development

!.%

,

`carter guidance has the potential to unite school staffs,

.ways never before experienced, for the benefit of all.

To take advantage of the emphasis on life career de-

lopment as an integrating force in education, a dam hp-

roach is,needed. Counselors, teachers, vocational,educatorS,

40110fstratort, parents, and other community members must

rk together as a teat to plan a comprehensive program. The,

'tassumption is that such a team, representative bf persons with
'

varying backgrounds and educational experiencesi, can develop

Tban approach),we

J
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`a program that will serve the guidance needs of all'students.
- -

To insure consistency and-sequence in_the career guidance

program, coordination it a "must." Therefore, key personnel

from every educational group must come together as a task
re

fora to brairistorm ideas, to plan, to choose action strat--

egies--in short, to deyelop the program and get it going.

You are the Spearhead Team for your school. You have

agreed.to take responsibilityjor developing your career

guidance program--for assessing needs, setting goals,,de-

veloping objectives, and creating the Grand Design for the

Right Plan for your particular needs,

It is the purpose of th4 program to help you.do just

that. It will:
.

1. teach you the processes of`program development?
,

2.. help yoo,make some decisions 'about the direction

your paritcular'programki.11 take,

3. provide specific resources for yOuruilique needs,

4. showyou some ways.to evaluate the effectiveness

.of your prosPective program, and

5. suggest ways you can turn your program plan into

11,
a reality in your' work setting.

Perhaps as a result o77 beingable to do these things, you

will feel allbw sense of confidence and some excitement abput

Imitting yod plant. to work--and, be motivated to do it!

a 13



Your teamivill be the leaders in your career guidance

prqgram development, and your task will be to involve others

back home in further planning and in actually, carrying out .,-

the program: A challenging task, but far from impottible.

So--let's begin.

ti

O
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PROGRAM GOAL

The major purposes of-thJs 2-day training program hre to help you
2

lealm the prodess of career gUidance program design and implemehtation,

obtain resources that will be of immediate help to you in your work, and

develop an Action'Plan for yOur own career guidance program. It is

,designed for teams of career guidance personnel, including counselors,

teachers, administrators, and other staff, who are committed to spear-

heading .the de4elopMent °fa vibrant,' workable career guidance rirogram

in their work Setting.

Our hope is that, as a result of the program activities, teams will
. I

become imbued with a new sense of °excitement and. commitment to career

guidance, and will have the knowledge, skills, and motivation to follow

through with their kction Plans.

10
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE S - DAY 1
. 2

A

A 'Day 1 of this program is desi§ned to help you achieve the following

objectives:.

lr To identify effective consensus- seeking behaviors, to rate

Your team's consensus-seeking behaviors diva rating scale, to work

toward improving your team's consensus-seeking behaviors.

2. To write five goals for your career guidance program to

which all team members are committed, including a rationale for

choosing each goal. ,

-3., To prioritize your five goals.

4. 'To develop three demonstrable and measurable performance'

indicatOrs for each of your five goals.

5. To determine how you currently spend your professional time,

to determine ways to make your work more efficient, to identify possible

new roles and funCtionslou might assume.

6. Tor complete in detail a carer guidance program §chedule.



date

OUTLINE _

. ,. .

Activity. ObjectivesTime

1 1/4 hours N
, Introkluction

,,

Opening activities, review;

life career development focus'

guidance programs, the need
,

and resulting new roles f

f new
. 4

career

for teaming,

r counselors.

4 1/2 hours Needs Assessment -- Review'

'v
Consensus-seeking--Buildin teamwork.

Goal-setting 2,3

Performance.indicators: 4

YQ Designing the programMy role 5

--ThssChedule 6

k 1/40khour Wind-Down

7,

13
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S A'SSESSME'NT

'- As part of your pre-wo kshop taski you were asked to con-
,

duct a needs assessment of appropriate respondents and to deter.r,

mine which of_the needs isted were most important to each of

the groups .surveyed. y were you asked to do this? You

probably feel that yo, know whatis needed in your school, in

your program, for yo r students. But do you?

We knoq of a chool that two years ago spent over $20,000

of a drug eNcati n program for high school students. Su4e-

quent e

L
luation showed that the students neither liked the

'program r ben fited from it, and this year the program was

t

scrapped. If he policy-Takers in that school had conducted

a needs surve , they might have discovered that students were

not-interes in, such information and have been more cautious

about setti g out on such an expensive venture.

Anot r example:, In the traditional form of pre-

professi al 'training, counselors devote major emphasis in

their p cticum experiences to one-to-one counseling techniques.

Yet, in'survey after survey, students indicate that their need

for individualized help in-!resolving personal problems is

minimal.

careeeIgtqdance iirogram is to be effective, it must

focus on haviors an skills needed and desired by all

persons inifolved An'it: Determination of these needs is the

very heart of e planting process. Such information allows

us to be more specific than just to sayithat students need help

Why needs.
assessment?

Nee444 Addesament;
The heart of the
planning process

4 4.



As, in career development or that ;AIrt urrent
k
program is inade-

quate; it permits us to focus on specific targets for program

.
efforts. It givesus:

1. a ratiomtele for setting goali,

2. a starting point,

3: a directiOn,.

4. a basis for evaluation,

5. authorization to contime or permission to stop.

A complete needs assessment model requires that data be

collected and dialyzed in tifree areas:

- Program

- Clienti

- Resources

The purposeof the program Analysis js,to identify all of

the-existing guidance services that are'currently being

offered. Appendix A (How to Develop a District Master Plan for

Career Guidance and Counseling, ED 112 342) contains a series

of activities and questions that you.will want to consider as

you begin mapping the future of your career-guidance program.

Appendix,0 contains three sample sur ys which can be

used to determine needs of clients: counselors, staff, and

students. (Many other examples of survey instruments may be

found in ERIC and in a. number of books and resource4111.erials

Ndsee Suggested Readings at the end of this section, p. 19J).

In)order to gain the widest spectrum of needs and points of

view, however, two other groups of people should be Included in

10

19

3 areas to,surviy

Prograjn
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.

I the c ent survey: Oarents,pnd community members. Some of the

question used in all'of the surveys might be identical; some

'would need to be rephrased; some new ones404 have tb be
\4

delfsed://

I
Resource analysis consists of assessing,the capabilities

.

of the school's staff; facilities, materials, and funding.

Trends should be noted; such as changes in, numbers of respon-

sibilities-of staff; areas'of expertise should be ide tified.

The guidance staff should assess their present fac ities,.

make,a floor plan, and note-possible areas not now in use

that could be made available for future'efforts. All materials

should be identified and listed in a systematic fashion, amod

availability 'and amount of funding should be determined.

Conducting and analyzing a needi assessment involves the

commitment of everyone on the staff.. And once these tasks

have been completed, it is crucial that the results be

dissemina;p4 and used to result in a plan for change and

progress. Otherwise, the whole process will have been meaning-

less and a waste o4 time. The data collected should provide a

pretty clear picture of "what tA" and offer some solid clues
(!t-

as to "what ought to be." Program planners should thus be

able to identify some of the discrepancies between the two,

determine which ones are of most importance, decide which cities

they can realistically tackle, and begin to develop a plan of

action--with the comforting knowledget4that they are wurkiny on

what is needed by the people they wish to serve

I/

Reeburces

Needs asses:emelt:.
the impetus for
change and growth



A

To review, then, the needs data you collected pertains

to the needs of three groups of clients--counselors, staff,

and students. In addition, xo6-0uld have analyzed your cur-

rent resources and your program befdre you'undertake any ,major

9

developmental steps.

Very shortly your team will be identifying specific goals

for your career guidance. program from your needs assessment

data. Successful achievement of these goals requires that each

team member support the importance of the foals and be com-

mitted to their implementation. Being a good team member

involves skills that can be learnedfand the next activity.will

help you to become mor4 aware of these skills asiyOu begin the

team tasks.

elk

I u
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CONSENSUS-SEEKING

You've undoubtedly heard the saying, "A camel is a. horse

put together. by a,committee." Many
/

of us tend to think about

group activities in terms of our experiences with unproductive

efforts 'rather than in terms of creative idea-iharing. This is'

because groups are usually put together to work on a.task with
.

,.out any thought being given to how they are to become.a

tioning unit.

Individuals are supposed to know automatically how to be'

good group members. In truth, few do. Democratic voting is

supposed to reflect a satisfactory collective judgment because

members have been "involved." In truth, it doesn't.

Syneily,

Synergy is group energy, and is an example of the concept

that the whole is more than the sum of its parts. CollabOra-
,

tion in planning and problem-solving leads to outcomes that

are often superior to those any individual member could

generate.

A synergistic group is not without conflict; indeed,

conflict is seen as helpful and means that group members are

owning and sharing theirlfeelings and ideas. The synergistic

view of conflict means examining what appears to be opposite

or at odds in terms of 'its commonalities rather than its

differences. It means breaking out of the "either-or" syndrome

to look for. bridging elements; for linkages, for a fusion.df

21

ft

2'ratnz.ng needed to
be a "good" group
member

Conflict ie not
a no -no



seemingly polar points of view. Synergism is achieved when the

process of working heightens-the sharing and the interaction .*

andleads to outcomes that are truly group-developed.

?
Consensus

Consensus iS a synergistic outcome. It means that all

members of the grdup have reached substantial agreement,

although not necessarily unanimity. It is not a majority

decision, which often means that there are powerful pockets of

'minority resistance. Conflict is viewed as an asset. Reach-,

'ing a goal becomes the result of a group effort. The feeling

-of achievement emanates from the group rather than from

individuals. Individuals who do not subscribe entirely to the

group decision are viewed as catalysts for constructive growth

rattler than as Mockers. "Horsetrading" is not allowed because

'it often covers up-what may be genuine resistances to the

'group decision.
A

Is

Hidden agendas

A word should be said about individual motivations .of

group members. Any task group works on at least two levels:
me 7

the level of the actual task as it is understood by each group

member, and,a deeper level involving the hidden or undisclosed

needs and motives of each person. These motivations are

personal and 'Subjective', and relate to needs for belonginy,

acceptance, recognition, self-worth, power, and productivity.

among others.

GL

F

Substantial agree-
ment required

Perecimal.

motivations



Such needs are not necessarily "selfish" or "wrong." The

questp satisfy personal needs through group membership is

natural and common to all of tit. If one individual's needs,

block another's, or if one individual's needs block the pro-

gress of the group; however; then a'problem occurs. Individual

must learn to fulfill their needs in a way that does not raise

obstacles for other members of the group. In consensus-seeking

individuals do not try to "win." They try to reach a group

decision that reflects commitment in varying degrees of all

members.

Suggestions for consensus-seeking

Consensus-seeking is hard work, but the payOffin helping

the group functioIeffectively can be dramatic. The following

are a number of suggestions for helping groups achieve

consensusl:

1. Members shoUld not try to "win" as)individuals. What
is "right" *1 a collective group judgment.

4
2. Conflict should be viewed as helpful.

3. Members should both hear and have a chance to be
heard.

4. Tension-reducing behaviors are okay, so long as Lon
flict is not smoothed over prematurely.

5. Group process should be discussed when work Is
becoming ineffective.

6. The best results flow from a tusion of I t all
logic, and emotior.

lAdapted from A Handbook of Structured ExpeOent.ds fut HUMail
Relations Training, Volume IV, Pfeiffer and Jones, 1973.

,
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.1

In the next activity yosu,are going to be or to observe a

typical group working on a tok. If you are participating in

a workshop, some of you will be asked-to observe certain indi-,
viduals; others will be .observers of the group process. If-you

are working in yourtiack-home'setti,ng as a Spearhead Team, you

will not, need the Role-P\lay Observation Sheet. Please see the

Facilitatori.s Guide for instructions.

1.

k
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Role-Play Situation A

A career guidance needs-assigment conducted atadison High School
revealed that:

-
It

1. Students needed most help in:

choosing a career
;b knowing:how the courses they were'taking related to their

career plans,
mektng.diciiions.

Doutiselors needed most help in:

A:Oroup guidihee techniques,
b., designingAnd maintaining. a career resource center,
c. diveloping4areer guidance practices for special student

groups. )

. Teacheis needed most help
.

.

. li.' consulting with parentt,
4, 1. , ..4)..,Alelping student's, acquire effective study skills,

c....:-:relating their,sehbOT subjects to ocdupattons.
. ,

.Theftrfncipal appointed, the Guidancelirector tO'bethairperson of
a committee,pf the principal,counselors,andteachers to study. the
assessment data and de4elop some goals for aextyear.,' ,

.
., .1

-

Today is the second eting of the committee. in its first session

cileL

'the groUp went over the to and listed the needs for each population in
order of priority. Today the committee istodevelop at least two goals
for the career guidance program which the whole Madison staff will support.

:B9kgrOund

Guidance-is, "under the.gun" atiledison because,the last bond issue
failed, and there is talk of abolishing the.entire gUidance program.

4
T6 Achool board'at its last'Meeting inquired about the data from

-the needs assessment and'indicated that itgwants "results:". Board mek-'-
beri had just returned from,eseminar on competency -based education and
were ta.ned.on to implementing these ideas and practices in Madison
schools." 7 -

?

4 Mixedleelings'abound at Madison over this new approach to program-
ming;. The stet is not totally satisfied with"the Guidance Department
and would like tosee improvement, but most of them don't want any sweeping
changes in their own functions as a result of the needs assessment.

. .

40-THE guidance director was a teacher, half:-tiMe counselor,,and full-
tile counselor for eight years before he/sh irector three

4



rfr

years ago. Older teachers on the faculty remember thedirectoi. as a
teacher and have never accepted the new role. .

The rinci al has been at Madison for' two years and, enjoys a reputa-
tion as an ent siastic and 4edicated..leader, if somewhat conservative.'
The principal evidences no- strong support-for guidance.and is willing to go
the way.the wind blows so far as retaining or terminating guidance services.

One coUnselor and one teacher volunteered to be on the committee;
the Director asked another counselor and another teacher to 'serve also.

t

26



Role4lay Observation Sheet

How active was'the committee member whom you observed?

. ow..comnitted -bras the .member to theotask of the_groupi_

. How, effective was the member. as a listener?

To whit degree did the Member. seem motivated'by perssonal concerns?.:
. ,

e

. What approach did' the member take In attempting to influence the
group? y. / 9



Process Observation Shee,t

1. To what degree,were the committee.members cooperating with ,each
.

. What wasXhe feeling tone at various stages?

1

4t
Participation

.

,rek

'3. Who were the high andlow participatoltr

4; What the relationship leltween level of,participation an
the accomplishment of the task?

Commitment'

. .

5. To what degree were members committed to a Common oal?
g)

4.

r
6., What motives did you infer for each of the members?

ti



u)ONSERSUS-SEEXiNG DERAVIORS RATTVQ SCALE

Circle the number that, in your judgment, representi the way mem ers on your team behave,
'Write the reason foryour scoring in the section labeled "Comment;" When you have finished, discuss the scores together, come to a groupjudgment about the appropriate number, and 'place that number in the ''score" column,

ifsten to nthers

Conant:

b.

ties in differing

view

Conn

lv all team members

Cdmment:

cess when needed

r

Comment

gcal rathtr than

iffdividual

rather.,

.Coment

.71=Nam.I.d0Wro-

.
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SAL - SETTING
.4

;

Each,lOctl,school is unique in terms of staff,', studets,

\

climate,:facilities, resources, probliMs, weaknesses, and
!

1

strengths. The 'needs assessment has helped you at this point
. .

to, determine'w0at is and' make some judgments about What ought,

to be. You have listed the needs in order.of priority ofeach

Of.the groups surveyed, and it is now time to set some goals!:

foryoUr4careerguidance program.

Why set goals?

,Why nOt.be spontaneous and just develop activities or

\resource§ as needk arise? .After all, needs change, and fiexi-
d

bility is supposed to be a very positive component in any

program. Freedom is what we want-.4reedom to.change, adapt,
I

adjust to ongoing demands.

, Paradoxical as it-may seem, setting goals and providing a

structure allows for even more freedom and flexibility. With

,a .defined direction and assigned responsibilities, program

implementors are far more able to make necessary shifts and

adjustments than if they have to gear up from scratch -- design
r

a strategy, seek out resourCes, make arrangements with teachers,
d

orient st6dents, and find a facility.

Efforts that are purposeful, leading to a designated

goal, are more effective than efforts that are random or dis-

jointed. Goal-directed activities are more efficient than ones

which are unplinned and unorganized. The next step in planning

31

Structure allows
more freedom

Sow goals help

4

4



becomes easier when goals are,explicit. The management of the

developmental program is facilitated w n goals are attainable,

Reaching specific goals inspires a sens of Achievement and

accomplishment for program developers and clients. And, with

clear goals, individuals are far more likely to inventory

available resources, acquire new, relevant resources,.and use

those resources. ?

I
This is not to say thatrtfiere is no room for .spontaneity

or serendipity in program develoOMent. -In fact, some of the.
r

most effe e innovations have, been developed by persons

working t wax goals and discovering side benefits or observing

effects they were not lOokitig for.
. , , 7 .

Y,ur goals
f

Each 'team will prepaeR five ",Goal Sheets." Your task is

to mesh so far as possible the needs of all groups into five

clear goals that you feel committed to implementing in the

months alidae .
Szlampfe:. Students indicate that their No. I

need .id "developing confidence." Counselors
indicate that their No. 3 need. is "assisting,
students to develop self-understanding and
feelings of self-worth."

These needs can e considered to
,"mesh' .with each other,.and

a goal can be develop .that, will respond,to both needs.

However, goals may not.mah atNz11. The top five needs

on-each of your, three needs assessments may appear to be

unrelated to each other. In that case, you 0111 have to',

examine all of the priority needs andicomeiO a group judgment

Beneficira
aide effects

Translating needs
into goals

Making judgments
about priorities



4

as to which ones appear to be paraM6unt. Each, goal should re-

flect commitment to some degree by all members of your team.'

An important p int to remember is'that the goals you set,

must evolve from the needs data so as to posseesa defInsible

and accountable rationale. In the space provided, your team

should indicate the need or needs from which each goal was

derived. For this you would simply *mite in the prioritized .

need,from your data which served as the basis for setting that

.particular goal.

Your goals may be for your program, that is, what you

deliver to students; or they may be for your staff, that is,

skill-building or improved relationships for the team itself

and/or total school staff. For every goaliou set,-however,

you must present a rationale is to how that goal will impact on

the-students: For this, after all, is' the over-riding goal of

all career guidance efforts: to design an6deliver a program
4

to

that will be of benefit to the,:cltentele you serve.

Example: 7ou decide that your goal is for
students. 'to learn about occupations that
would be appropriate to their particular
needs, strengths, and interests. Your
rationale is that students-indicated that
their second highest_need was to identify
some possible job opportunities. You also
would'include the rationale that-"possible
job opportunities" does not take intEicon-
sideration individual needs. Therefore,
your goal inc nudes the words "appropriate
to their...."

In the example given aoove, your goal sheet would lailk

like this:'

The need from which
the -goal was .

derived

landi of goa 8.

A rationale for
the goal you
choose. w.



c 7-

.
.

.

;GOAL SHEET - No. 1 ,

.

Ifi iENT:._Ith.grade students will learkab out
occupalkOhs that Would,be appropriate to ther '''y.
particular strengtfls and interests. 4

. .'

Reed: -9th-grade students indicate4 that:one of. their
strongett- needs was to identify possible Sob ,

,
opportunities. .

.7-7-
.

RatidnaZe: Student need statement ranked NO. 2 in
needs assessment. Individual interests' and capa-

.bilitiet must -be considered in Iftdentif g jobs
that will be rewarding and satifig.

.

, 0,
0 -

.

,. .
.

..

.

4.c) review then, a goal statement ls, a gene statement,

about how. students (or staff).will change as a result of the

:program.' -

A need is a statement which reflects an identified desire Definitions

or want by a particular group.

The rationaliis a statement which establishes a connec-

tion betweeri the goal statement-and"the need.



GOAL SEIM - No.

GOAti STATEMENT:

a

Need:

Batt-main

-
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
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PER ORMANCE INDICATORS

.

In the' Iasi session yourteam identified five goilsdfOr

your career guidance Program to-which you, are all committed.,

The goals are the moon-4of the, program; the team guides the

rocket ship; performance indicators (PI's) mean that the Eagle

has landed._ PI's are statements that tell You cletrTy what

individuals can do now-that they'couldn't do before, or what

they can do better, having experienced:your program. They

tell you whether the space'shot has been:successful. They

are the outcomes of your efforts in terms of.clirt,behavior,

the moon rocki that prove you readied your' desti nac ipn.

out 0I's you would-still 6e.fumbling at the dials of our

computer, wandering around the sky, hunting for the target

moon.

Performance indicators are stated in terms like the ..
e, -

Atol 1 Owl .

V

The individual is able to describe the major
expenses of a family of four.

Using our example from the previous session, the P4's

,might look like this:

37 38

r

SpeoilVingiths
target

Performancq
.

.z>
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w

POeormpnoe-Indioattpref

1. Every st4dent will be able to littrthree strengths
he /she *testes.

4Eye0y stirdent will be' able to list three areas of
pertonal interest.

4. Every. studerit will be able to identify at leatt
three ocuipati ons-:that-rel ate-Wh4ither- strengths
and interests. .

4. ..-.

rr.

PI's are ext.remely important in the program devel-
c

opment process . Not 'only do- they 1 egi ti MI 4 'Your

program so .far as documenting the outcomes c'they
also become the heart of the evaluation of its
effectiveness. "Carefully 'written' PI1-s make every-
thing that follows easier., Goals move from vague,
idealistic visions to attainable targets; indivi-
duals- performing guidinceilfunctiOns deal with clear
and manageable-processes; clients in the program'
sense direction and possess verifiable evidence of

r

-growth and change.

' The next step in planning your.career guidance prbgram is

to develop performance Indicators for each goal. Be sure to

deal with behaviors. 'Use measurable terms like "demonstrate,"

"1 ist,"'vpgive three examples of,\ "identify." Phrases like

understand" br "will learn about" do not provide precise
ik

enough de scriptions of.behaviors for progrsm managers to

eve I Ate.
1

Prs'critical
toNe?dluatioit-

-

.

,



'Criterion levels

You will note that the PI's given in the example are

stated in specific; measurable terms. .4n other words, you have

established a criterion level for the PI. A criterion level

N:

is the level of accOMplishment that you will accept as evi- o'

. 4
A

denCe that the desired outcome has been achieved. ,.-

.

i

,Minimum criterion level. YoU may wish to state'the . Minimum

minimum lev4of accomplishment which all students should be

ale to master (as in the example given on !ages38)..
.

.

Optimum criterion .level. Or, you May ,wish to state your Optidmen,

PI.so as to indicate the optimum level of accomplishment thate

you desire:
,.

.

. .

)\
. .

Example: 5.0 of vie 'student's will be able to
identify, ten occupations thit would be ,

rappropriate to their strengths and interests.
4 ,

Accuracy criterion level:- Another way _of stating a PI,-,:

is to use an accuracy,level of perfoiimance.'q Although this
. ,.

is not appropriate to the'exaMple given earlier, the:Following

. ...

. is an example of an accuracy criteriorrlevel:
,

Example: -All 9th-grade. students will be able to
describe two life goals for themtAves that
meet at least three .of the four Criteria for
successful goal-setting.' ,

Dated criterion level. Still another way of stating . Dated.

Accuracy

a criterion level kc-a. PI.is to. set up .a date by which a

certain activity is to be accomplished.

Example: All students will have developed a brochure
about an occupation in which they are interested by
October 15, 3978.-

The kind of criterion leverthat you establish depends

on how important that PI,As to achieving the overall goal and

39
3



ificent achieving that goal'is for your total career
. .

guiClaiskarOgrit.ii;.
,

You and 41allt-rinembers of'your career guidance team

k,
"e criterion levels in each of the perfor-'will need to i

mance inditatort,that you develop fOrttie goals on your poil
111, . e ,

Sheet; YOU wil -be. usin ,.. Our 1)I's (with criterion levels)

IV.later on in this works*: en you come to the module on

"Evaluation. "'

.4,'Por each of. the five goals,-th

least three PI sit in the space provi
. 3

measurable statements to Provide ci

your Eagle has landed!

A

0

.1

your task is to list at

ded clear, demonstrable,

ear evidence that,',indeed,

61.

1.

.
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- DESIGNING-TRE PROGRO: MY ROLE

You have now worked as a team to develop goals for your

career guidance program and to determine performance objec-

tives .°for the client population. The next step will be. to

complete the rest of the data on thejGal Sheets.

Before ou tackle this part of the program design, it

will be adv sable to step back and think through clearly how

you perceive our role in the tdtal design--what new fuhctiOns

you may perform; how you can fit anyoiew respohsibilities

into what yob are already doing; what you want to or will have

to be responsible for;.what present activities yOu may have,

to omit, or allow others to do. YOur eventual 'goal will be

C

for your team to reach consensus on expects ions for and

'determination of the roles of each individual team member,

and of the team, in ijnplementing your Action Plan.
e.

Begin by discussing the following questions:

1. Who will have major and/or minor responsibilities in

delivering this PI?

2. What role will I play in 'facilitating this PI?

3. What effect anOr change will these new roles have on

my present roles and responsibilities ?'

As you discussAthese questions, jot down suggestions which

seem appropriate to helpirig net the team's goals on the sheet

entitled, "Ideas Generated From the Discussion."

Then, fill in the "Who. Delivers" and "Target Group" por-

tions of the Goal Sheets based on "Ideas' Generated From the

Discussioti0

Hord can you

fit in?



IDEAS. GENERATED FROM TN SCUSSION '





DESIGNING1HE PROGRAM: THE SCHEDULE

Goals' and performance indicators represent the bony

,

skeleton of,the program design_ Plabning,the schedule--the

who, the how, the when--puts flesh on the bones. This can be Decidi4 who,
what; and haw

an exctting, process, one that taps the creative powers of

everyone involved. Deciding who the target group will be,

chaosing the best methods and resources, determining when

and where Ind. will be responsible-44443f these are compo-

nents that,

t

fully thaughtout, will make the rich

and meaningful, or, without careful Olanntng, dry an4 unin-

teresting.
10

'
. ,

. ..

Be specific. Clear identification of persons, times,

and places will 6 much itt6 translate! p. goals into realities;

4 V

and your 'Sian into a program that really makes a drerence!



WIND-DOWN

You, have now inishge Day 1 of this. program, and we hope you have

for your program, to establish performance indicators, and to allocate

a clearer idea of ow to reach consensus, to set goals and objectives

roles and responsibilities for thote who will'be involved-in the program.

Day 2 will #ake ru'deeper_into the process of program design by
/ .

. teaching you ,the skills of resource acquisition, evaluation, overcoming
A

fl-barriers, and g intng adoption of your program. The goal, of course,

is for you to complete your Action Plan so that you can put some of

your new skills to work immediately!
. , #

/

0

4

i.



AMEN=

.ROW TVDETELOP: A DWEICT MASTER PLAN .

FOR CAREER GPIDAN/ CE AND- COUNSELING
1. ,

Thomas ..T.. 4acobaia

Anita? Mitchell

*Those .who fail to plan-plan to fail." Planning as an
activity- is extolled by many but practicad by few. This arti
is addressed to involvement in planning and dears with:

1. Issues that should be considered by those who are
interested in initiating the :planning 'process in ,their school
or. school district.

2. The planning process that was used' in one high school;
diorict to develop a master plan for career guidance and counseling.

3. The impact that ihis planning prtmass has had on guidance
.personnel and others throughout. the school district.

- '

Since its 4'inception,_ the spicialty. of guidance and counseling has
operated without a 'curiiculpm and without specified learning 7
tasks and Materials. Eudent outcomes of guidance interventiod
if defined at all, have been unilaterally detiimined by the t

individual counseloil. Failure to define and commUnicate guidante
curriculum and intervention porocessas has caused the public to
question the value of counseling services. Time spent la planning
a career guidance and counseling . program can provide a school. 1

-district with: I' ' ..,

1.
develop,

2.

a number
teaaers

'3. ,

A framework /Or the superintendent and principals .to
Manage,: evaluate and modify gdidance-prditams.
jk-counseling add guidance . program .thai is defined from. .,

. .

of differeit viewpoints of Addiselors, students, parents,
Administrators,. .and community busidess . ,

Cdunselors,' 'adminietrators 'and community personnel with
skills . in the:Oanning protest.. : -

4.7 A 'model againit xhILCh to measure all counseling ,and
guldaince prograds in thedistrict.

THE PROCESS

.
,

411'

Decision makers and implementers. Before program pladning can
begin, decision makeis must be identified, and thje decision areas
defined. Typically, there will be 'a district office administrator
and an administrator from 'each oarticidating school desianated



decisions, and an expressed commitment to the. program. These
persons then identify tentative decistoh points. Ahother level
of program planning is the coordination function. This 'could be
the responsibile administrAtOri, but is mor likely to be their '

designee, who. is tipically the director of guidance of each
school. This person is responsible for managing people and
information during the planning, implementing And evaluation of
the program. The third level of the proess is reviewer/reattor
function. Representatives of students, eachers, counselors,
parents, and community (buisiness, industry, labor, and government)
are identified, and ttheir commitment to the reviewer/reactor
function is established. As each part'of the program progreises,
preliminary plans are submitted to the reviewer/reactor panels
for yeview/reactiora input is then seriously considered in the
modification of plans as the system is develoOd by decision makers.

System design.. Before starting to put the parts of the system
together, decisions need to be made concerning the theoretical
base of the program.' There are several good theoretical models
available on which to base your program. The Grossmont Union
High School District adopted -the California Model fnr Career
Development (1); a district might develop its own model, based
on whatever theory is consistent with the district philosophy (which
may need clarifying). If this step is byipassed, the system is
almost sure to collapse a; some point of its construction. It
is the linkages between and among yrogram components that give
a plah ifi systeni quality and internal consis°tency. Once the
model has been selected or designed, and. has been endorsed by
each of the three levels of participants previously described,
the parts of the system must be'stated and-defined in terms of
tasks, tale, and time.

Task, talent, time analysis. As soon as the participati ggroups
(administrators, coordinators, and reviewer/reactor grou ) have
agreed on the steps to be taken in developing a master pla for
career guidance, a.Task,,Tallitnt, Time (T-T-T) chart should be
prepared. This states the objectives of the planning process,
with each ,Objective .divided into specific tasks or' activities LO
be performed; (Task) for each task you will designate the person
who will be responsible, (Talent) the date on which it shou1d,
be completed, (Time) and the method for. determining whetherNe.N
\not it has beenl,d-ne. Additional colums are then completed,'
indicating actual dake of completidn, and grommentb about pay
deviation from time or evaluation criteria.



four functional levels are awareness (inowledge), internalization
in terms'of self (the stsidentskrelate the knowledge to their own
life plans), action, s$10'(the tudents utilize the knowledge and
understanding in their own career planning), and evaluation, (the
students evaluate the effects of their action and decide whether
to persist in the same direction, change directions, or leave
that learning as completed or abandoned). There should be enough
objectives stated eo'provide' the needed evidence, but, not enough
to be cumbersome.

Resource assessment. Before deteimining which strategies should
be employed fora ving students toward attainment of'selected
priority objectives, it is necessary to define the limit of the
resources with which-such implementation must take place. This
Means a careful' assessment of;available personnel (both time.and
talent), available, space (for individual, small and,large group
meetings), equipment, materials, and budget. Resoutce assessment
must also consider the. availability of thses resources, such as
.questioning how teachers feel about having students taken from
Their classes for guidance activities, and about teaming 'with
'Counselors in implemeneing'a guidance unit. What is the disposition

J
of the Board of IRducatiOn toward career idance? How 'eupportive

(-1is the administration? What is the avall,blitY of va unteer
_)workers? What will the support of business and industry be? When

all resources and constraints have been listed, a task force
familiar with the situation shoulol consider ways to remove the

,-- constraints, and thus increase the resources'. Refined lists 9f
resources will also help determine the feasibility of utilizing
alternate implementation strategies.

l.

./-

Selection of strategies. Strategies for assisting students in
their progress toward objectives selected for implementation need
to be develdped. One of the bests sources of possible strategies
is the Current Program Assessment explained earlier. Examination
of the data from that assessment will usually result in the
identification on one or more cteative, feasible, affordable
strategies that work. Brainstorming with staff might produce
viable alternate strategies in addition to published sources vr
strategies such as Campbell, et al (2). The strategy selected
should be.one that can be implemented with the least oommitmeuL
of resources (people., time, materials) and a high degree of
effectiveness. The persorqs)%implemencing the st,atelgie.
be.invOlved in ,the selection of strategies.



yd
- .

Any model.could ifirve as an umbrella for,a vast number of goals
.and it will be inortant to ).imit goalS to those that are most.

appropriate and desirible.in your particular school situation.
., Possible goals are listed, stated in terms of student needs, and
used 'as, a basis for, the desired outcomes assessment and current (
:program assessments described below. Once these priority needs
have been 'identified, goal statements should be refined to reflect
,apptOpriate.and,dedirabl goals which address the needs. Implementing
only a limited dumber of :

he gala's ln the first year may be opted
for, but all the goals of an ideal prograd fOr the district or
school to give direction to future_program implementation stages
should be' defined.

L.

Needs assessment. This term is often misused and misunderstood.
Needs are not unstructured, off-the-top-of-the-head wants,but
rather, ,statements of value or position related to a specific,

_ theoretical model. needs assessment must have two parts,_ a
'desired outcome ss ssment and a current program assessment. To
determine need , you first present the possible Student outcomes
of the conceptual model to* representatives of all those, involved
in and with the school (students, teachers, counselors, admin-
'istrators, parents, and representatives of local business, industry,*
labor add government) and ask them to.select the outcomes they
feel are most important. Priorities are derived from the results
of these selections.

NextNext,
a current program assessment is conducted, agaln,

using the possible student outcomes derived from the conceptual
model. All school faculty are asked to identify each of the
student outcomes addressed in their prograM, the students who are
theiecipients of such instruction, the methods anct.materialsi of
imple

1;

entation, apd'the evAluattve criteria used for di-t,rmining
that he outcomes bade been achieved. This process gives alr
staff member's an opportunity to relate their own programs to the
conceptu I model, and emphasize -the good.things they are doing
in career guidance. It als&provides.some management data for
individuals, departments, and grade levels to see each concept
in relation to the curriculum, methods, andlimaterials already being
used successfully, and evaluation strategies that are already
working. In this way, resident experib and promising practices
are locaed and form a base for program development.

Statement of obleotiveb,, Jost: ao Lb aLc d gIUWIJ.AL uL
can be stated for each concept, a nu:reL of objectiv,s'can be
stated foreach goal. It 1SimpoLtant to decide at which dev.iok
.mental level each goal will be addressed (introduced_ rei.for,..A.,



a.

.4addresseA in_the'initial implementation of 'illeprogram have been
decided and the strategieleto be used, it iS important to-determine
whether current staff competencies are sufficient to,implement
these strategies. For this purpose, an analysis of staff competencies'
needs to be completed, selecting strategies and developing a list
of needed Forkinistance, if one of the strategies
is td'engage ten students inlan ongoing.peer counseling experience;
it.is important to know ifany staff member 'has the competence
to train and mosvit.-61.7)Wext, counselors. Once the list of needed

' cOmpetenciess been developed, a survey of the sta'ff will be
needed to dete mine each staff.member's area .of competence.- Analysis
of results of he survey will clearly. indicate the areas in whicb
staff develop nt'is needed,

rk

)taif development. Staff development shOUld be provided.* by the
dhool or school district with+no cost to staff memberd. Determining

who should be involved in any staff development unit is based on
deciding who will be involvedin implementing each strategy. If

ethose implementing the strategy donot have the requisite --

competencies,
they should be included'in that portion of the staff development

,

clz, program.' Others may also be invited to participate. Leaders for
individual staff development units may he secured from many sources.
Often,, the very beSt.source is the staff of the school,lor district
itself.

.

Staffing strategies. It would appear simple to use staff members
ip-their areas of competenci, but this is not always feasible.
For, instance, a math teacher may have ideerpersonal tekills that
a counselor lacks; but this.is not cause for giving the counselor's
interpersonal activities to the math teacher. On the other hand,
if one group-of teachers has -the competencies and is- implementing
programs in one area of-career guidance, it would be foolish to
take this unit out of their department and train the teachers in
another department to do the same thing. In determining staff
strategies, thedadministrator needs to look at program needs,
staff competenaes, current responsibilities or each scoff mewL.,.
and attitudes of staff members toward change

( mac(a0.0. LAt ahy
.

determining the effi,.acy of each of its p..rts. T..e whale p ,rpJ,
of implementing a career guidance sistem is t.) help stude.,ta
acquire behavidrs that will facilitate theiL c-reer developmet.
To determine whether br not the parts are woi.king, it is necessa.
to annlv



determine baseline, or, where the students are in the.area that
the unit .covers, and if they need the instructional unit; posz
testing determineskwhe.ther'the strategy was effective. Emphasis
is not on the teachei or.on the learner, but on the program (-

component: 'Does it woilt? This furnishes infornTion for modification
of strategies. Sometimes it also shows that the objective needs
to] be refined, or even that the population selected for implementation
of the strategy was pgorly chosen. Again, a linkage is developed,
showing where the system'is pot"working and giving information,
to the decision makers, who'then must make decisions about modification
and recycling of specific prograth components.

Evaluatipn. Program evaluation is comparatively simple if a record -

keeping system is developed to help plot individual students'
'

Trogress in terms. of mas.tery of specific objectives. Students
should have a-profile showing the,"desired objectives. As their

,--
'performances on pre- or postcriterion measures support their...
mastery of an objectillb, the teacher, (or CCM selor) dates and

c
initials the cell of the,profile 4tat repres ts thatiobjective.
This makes it easier to perceive each student's career development,
and counselors and sttidentb have information that' sugsests the A..

next step interventions. Studen cansbe grogrigd ,for units, based
on objectives 1not,yet ma$ered, a d irogram evaluation can be

Yaccomplished by analyzing progress of individuals and groups.,
4

Budget projections. Once,tbe parts of the system. have been designed;
apd analyzed for internal consistency, the budget will need to,
be prepared. To determine budget, a task,.tplent, timeranalysis
41ti11 need to be prepared, based om your best judgement'of the
resources that will be needed to carry out each part of the
program. Budget must reflect utilization of current resources
as well is justification for added expenses. Sine's each budget
item should be related to specific objectives the budget cannot
be prepated until decisions have been, made concerning the goals
and objectives to be implemented, stra gies te.te used, staff
to be involved, staff , development act vity neeaed, and evaluation
designand procedure& to be followed. f, A

4
Impact of the gplannin Qrucess. what% ads

encountered_ when starting the pLugram planning process? 'Th.,

easiest problems to colop,wicb are the procedural or mechanicaA
ones such as how to write !goals and.ohjectives, tun meetings,
disseminate information, etc. The most difficult problems to



through and implementation. Our experiences in the Grossmont
Union High School District suggest that the following reactions
can be expected from staff during the different phases of the
planning process:

Phase I-Decision to plan. '"Vie need it." Dedication - "L'et's
do it." Devotion-"We'll\support it." Perseverancw-"All the way
througi% to finish the program plan."

Phase II-Participation in the planning Process. "Taking_
too Icing:" "We are too busy." "I have other priorities. "' '

"There is too mueh cdnimitment demdhded." "I am depressed hnd
want this project off my beek.4 "I wanted to participate but
not this much." "I thought if I slowed down and did not participate
things would stop." "I cam begin to see whattyou mean." "I
don't understand this process." "This plan is going to make us
change a tot of things we are doing."

Phcyge III-The plan is completed. "We are glad'the plan is
completed." "That's not our plan, it's a district plan." "Put
it on the shelf, it is irrelevant our program.? "The data and
response's in the report don't reflect us; we aresdifferent."
"The'plan is being rammed down our throat." "We,Won't implement
a district plan." "We are tog busy right now," "We wantedva
plan, but not one that would make use do anything different."
"We are not Inure we want to follow through with this plan."

Phase IV-Implementation of the plan begins. "We won't
touch that plan." "They can't mare us do. it." ,"Their plan,
ot ours-but there is no local plan." "We are beginning to

see how implementing the plan can help."-, '"4/1e have Stopped
philosophizing, and Arguing,.and are now trying to get going on
planning our program." "We know we need a program and are working

, on ours now." "We have out( program on paper, have developed a
deeds survey to determine' what additions, to adl:to ouprogram
and have a year-long calendar worked out." "We have a plan and
are making in our program." "Our plan 4.s giving us
something to use with the administration to a;gue for and support
a guidance bildget, a change in faciliefes, additional staff."

SUMMARY

Can the process used In plsuulo6 tn= n1611

School District Mast-r Plan twit Careet. Guidance.ansi Couns,ling
be applied to other guidance program areas? It can, it. has be..,
and is currently being'applied to other guidsnct are , Tost
recently in a Social Work Services Prograio%

The Gros smnnr .M2 1 .



APPENDIX B.1

COUNSELOR NEEDS ASSESSMENT

a

Show how important-each need is to you bychecking the column.ivhichshows how
you feel.

As a counselor need assistance in:

'
4.

, . . .

cu ,
r--
-1-,
4-I-r.

_,
g.)

.E0
Vi

.=
V
=I
E

4,
RI
CU
S.-
Cif

I.
1. 'communicating effectively with other school personnel

2. coplunicating effectively with student Ovulations

) . .

1. communicating effectively with parents
- .

4. communicating effectively with community members

0

.....

S'

5: examining and dealing with personal bihes' .

1 " . - .

1

.

...,
..

-6. ,using group counseling techniques
, .

-
c

.7. establishing a carer guidance team

,

,

8. functioning effectively in,groups
....., .

,

9. utilizing paraprofessionals'in career guidance programs

.
10. acting as a consultant whe appropriate .

.

...

11. updating existi g knowledge and competencies
. ,,

,--

.....

.

.....

,
12. developing and practicing change agent skills

13. utilizing information retrieval SyS'LAMS 1

14. developing alLdministering a needs assessment
° instrument fo tudents

.

.

..



As a counselor I need assistance in:
.

i i

-
y

74
+4
....

,

.c
L.)

I

4.,
as

r.

Y:"
15. esta shing career guidkpce*goal and objectives based on

needs essment data -/'
.

.

.

16. ,btrinslating gdals and objectives into indicatorsndicators

17. developing a career guidance action plan for implementation

. y

18. design4ng and administering competency-based evaluative
instrbMents .' ,

. .

,

/4
.v

19,. assessing evAlbated data to determine impact of career
4p guidance programs on students

°
A ,

20. uttliZing evalbated data to'redesign career:guidance
programS . 4

.-

21.' surveying' former studentt*to improve current career guidance
. Programs ..

.

,

22.. formulating reports and diiseminating results
.

23. developing strategies for student advocady

24. publicizing ongainj,sAreer guidance activities
. " P -4"."1

d .

25. deiigning and conducti inservice staff development
A

Pribrams'

4
26. dENgning and maintaining 'arcareer resource center ,

27.. asiistirtstudints inAssessing personal'characteristjcs

28. assisting students in ciaifying,theirneeds, values, roles,
objectives., and goals

.,

29. 'assiifingstudents inAeVelopingsinterpersonal skills
,. .

30. assisting students ln understanainand exploring life
%career options 1

i



As counselor I need assistance in: ,

. .r.

w

r- 0 E L.
01

31. assisting studeNik in acquit ng and practicing career
decision-making techniques ,, procesies 1,

32. assisting students in develdping and implemEniing peesondl
,. action plans

0., assisting dents in exploring occupational and educational
placement o

J
nities )

,
.

.

34.' assisting students in developing employability skills

.0 . . .
35. assisting students in educational placelhent

.

.

.

36. 'assisting students in job placement
.

-''.

. .

,

37. atsessing personal,,educational apd career concerns of
special student populations ,

,

o

38. Adentifying*special student groups and generating. career,
guidance program$ to meet their unique.needs
. .

39. -COn:etting and dis in ng information to all educa*
.'''tiOnal' personnel,regardin speCial.....gtudent populations

,-,.. c

40. eliminating stereotyping in career guidance programs

_
6

, _

41. a sisting students Pro exploring the changing natuo..e of :
: ife/work/leture pattrns throughout., the aging process

oe

_
,

42, ,incorpora, t,ing fipturistic thinking and planning in career"
. guidanct program )

rf:"

. ,

43. other: ,

,-.

. .

,

56
56
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APPENDIX $..e

STAFF NEEDS ASSESSMENT

r

4

Show how important each need is te,ydy by checking the Column which shows how
you feel.

,
..

.

As a staff member Lneed assistance.in:

w -

..:
'

w
73

r
. '6'

ta
.'S

a
tc'r

S..
CDI /

a

(

1. coninunicating effectively with other school personnel °..'
,. 4

communicating effectively with student populations

3.caigeffectively witty parents..Casself 1:

.

/ (

,

- .,

/

4. coMmunicating_effectively rith community members
.

1

.i

I

5. examining and dealing with perSonal biases
, /

,

/ .-

ioning effeCtOely, in groupi
/ .

7: acting as a consultant when appropAate
..

. % C
8. updating existing kn le and competencies

9. deVeloping and prac icing cha 6 agent skills
../ .

.

\

..

10. utilizing *formation retrieVal systems .

,

..-
.

.

. ,

11.4nderstanding career guidance goali and objectives based
"'Oh needs assessment data ,:-

.,

12. translating goals-and objectives into performance

.2( AndiCators ,- .

w .

.

13. infusing career materials into the curriculum

57



1

As a staff member L need assistance in:
_.

:

A 7J

4)
1
in

-5
i E

.

to'
sue.

CD

14. designing and administering competency-based evaluative
instruments A

.

.

15. assessing evaluated data to determine Impact of career
activities on students

,

16e utilizing evaluated data to red)si career activities
0

,
.

17. designing nd conducting inservice staff development
programs

.

18. assisting ty
e

lOils in understanding and exploring life
career optilods ,

4 .

19 assisting s udents in,acquiri, ng and practicing, career
isign-ma ing techniques and processes'

r

20.. assisting students in developin implementing per-
sonal actiOn plans

21. assi ting s udents in exploring 'occupational and i
,

ed ational placement oppcirtuntties .

22. assisting st dents in developing employability skills

23. .assisting st dents in educational plfcement
....---

,

,

.

24. assisting st denti in job placement .

75. eliminating s ereotyping in materials used by students et-

26. assisting.stu ents in exploring the changllt,nature of
life/work/lei ure patterns throughout the aging process

.

27. incorporating futuristic thinking and olanV in career
activities

28. other: .

r f .

,

58 ,58



APPENDIX B. 3

STUDENT NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Show how tmportaht 'each need is to you by checking the column whiCh 'showS,how
you feel.r
As a student I need assistance in: , e

w.
Y1 I E

.

1

.

1. developing confidence

, I
,

N

2. understanding myself as a p rson'
,.

,

------.-.

3. making and getting alo , th friends .

)

.

t

, ..,

' I

. deal g with personal pr - ms
.

.

F I
0

5. ge ing along with my p rents.

- _

N.

....._

. getting along, witp the opposite sex
',.. ,

7. identifyingmy-intere is

/4

.

.

-

e

8. understaldifig how my, sex ind/or race ma influence*my
caber choSte , .

.

.
,

9. understanding the c anging Zs and expectation of men
and women

,

10. understOding_my values and the values-of others

11. realizing how important pelleInfluence my career choice

, .

12. understandin0ow the ings that are important-to me
affect my career choi

.

. ,

13. making decisiohs' A ',1

14. knowing what may happen because of a decision
.

t

15. taking.responsibility for my, decisions . .,

4;

16. . being able t9, work well wite
/

others .
e 4t- 1

59
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-w.
As estudent i need assistance In w

. ,
'' -5 14

.
.e I

. a,

17. _choosing.a."vocational"school or college to attend after
high school

r r i

18.3 learning about financing further training or education

4
,

19. planning and choosing, course selections

20. lchowing tow the courses I am taking relate to my career -.
NIplans

c '.... - ,

21. knowing how to prepare for careers' in which. I am -
, interested .

. develOPitg a plan for job preps Mon and personal
...

growth - , 6
, .

23. learning mote about pOssible job opportunities
.

24. understanding my abilities and-aptitudes
,

25. doing some in -depth exploration of materials about jobs
which relate, to my interests,and abilities ,

._

. _

26. getting to talk-with people employerrin an occupation
which is /interesting to me ) ,

t I q; -le
27. understanding the-Various educational alterhat4ve3 -and..t.:-. --; .-...

'.-74:how they relate' to me .b. 6-.
_ IF-

28. getting actual. on-the-job .experience -to know what it is
, iike to be employed

29. developing a:skill that will help me earn money
.,

30. knowing how"to Interview and complete an applicatio for.,
.

a job .

.1

31. knowing ivhere to startdooki'ng for a job

32. finding a Part job1whilejob,while in school
,

33. finding a job,after .grilduation
.

34. otheri:--
I

-

6 0







RESOURCEAra2e.

This sectibn of the program is designed, to

"evaluate and utilize career guidance resources

The text suggests systematic procedures

.various tools 'for resource acquisit16.

L-J. On

1.

setting.

2.

3.

4.

a given

help you aiiiect,

in an organized manner.

and the appendices contain

OBJECTIVES )

completion of this section of theirogram4jyou will Imitable to:

Describe. career guidance resources available in your lOcal

Plan-strategies for acquif.ing new resources. 1.44P

Evaluate any resource using the Career'Resource Evaluation Sheet.

Utilize a systeMatic plan to identify appropriate resources for

activ4ty.

OUTLINE

1. Collection of resources

2. Evaluation of resources

3.Atilizatfon of resources

4. Summary

Y

a

63



. RESOURCES

Ever have the daydream that yoWve won the "grocery

sweepstakes"? That's ,tie deal where you're given one hour tb ,

fill.as many grocery carts,as possible with all the food you

can carry. What would you pick firsi--what'costs to most,

what your favorite food is; what you don'ehave already at

home? Itwould probably bevsmart to have your strategy all

worked out, just in case .... As a matter of fact when it

comes to gathering up anything, it helpso have a.method

your madness.

Developinfa method is just what this section is all about.

We are all awarethat career resources are.out there. Now

that's good news, and that's bad news. The. good news is that
.

resources are an integral part of any program and are'very

.necessary. The bad news is that with so much varied material°

it can be difficult to know what to have on hand, whatto

ditch, and,:hardest of all, what to spend money .on. What we

need is a systematic way to collect', evaluate and utilize

resources.

Phase I--Collection o1 resources_

a

Phase I involves, collecting resources, wh consists

primarily'of three steps, the first of whith is assessing and

writing down the people and things that are available to you.

64
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STEP 1: Assess arid inventory

existing resources in your setting.

Vow, once you know whacyou have; you're usually pain-

ful-ly-aware-o-f-what-you-haveni-t- Soi-T.-you-next have toi-ieittify-

what you need..

ISTEP.2: Identify needed resources. 1

This is a subject upon whidh, generally everyone has an

opinion, so ask around.' Ask students. Look at your students'

needs assessment and find out the subjects they want to explore.

kids are saying they want help in expiloring alternate life
a. it, might at to get a copy of I Was A Teenage

Werewolf.'

Ask faxsuZty. Since they' are often the deliverers. of

career guidance in the classroom, they will express a,need for

certain materials. As any self-respecting English teacher

will:tell you, yOU. can t survive without a dictionary!

`Add don't forget the man on the street. the

donstrunity for their suggestions. Parents' in p icular

havkayested interest in material relatedto career education

outcomes for students. Solicit their ideas about needed

souriCes.-

Consider, too, that there are standard references Tin

.career guidance. (Por a helpful see. Appendix:A.)

-Take. a look at these accepted references. partial) you se9 .

something you4ust can't go withoUt any .longer. may also

65.
65
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:4.

(

be pleasantly surprised to see how many standard items you

already haKe -

Now that, you ve separated the-"haves" andtthe "have

nots," you must look into your crystal ball. Try to envision
0 .

What:resources will-be- useful the future and how you will

acquire them.

4.

STEP 3:, Develop and acquire

new resources..

Sources to be tapped should include ANislty. Breathes

there a teacher who hasn't had d multitude of summer jobs

often fat-removed.froT his/her teaching dikes? Survey your

faculty for information about staff members who can provide

role models and/or,training in unusual skill areas.

Likewise, the community is filled with untold numbets

t
ofdlindividuals working everyday it their jobs who can act as

resources. Personal contact with them is the foolproof 39,y to

ilciftheir assistance. A letter followed up by a telephone

call is probably the most effective approach to finding out.

willing.,to help and how,

s. he length to which' the commercial publiehera have gone

t0produCe material on career guidance is evident in the

nularitrf brightly colored.promptional pamphlets and brochures

'thrtried4n 'your mailbox etch day. Publishers are definitely
4

source_ of new material. tlqst remember the words of your.

favoripe Latin teacher,' CAVEAT EMPTOR: And in case you re

Strategies for
acquiring new
resources

Commeivial
publishers



maioctstic enough towant to 'contact any of these people,..

there's a listing of commercial publishers in Appendix'B.

On a national level another resource base'is the

Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC). This system

constitutes the largest body of educational information in the
N

public domain. 'Within tts,finely indexed system ts'a wealth

N )

of career materials, resources and activities. Fd'r morel

formation about how to ute ERIC, see Appendix C.
.. ,, . ..,..,

If you have followed these steps religiously and now-find

J

yourself up td yodr-armpits in:book§, game, films, micro iche:
tl .

cassettes, firemen, laWyers, doctors, and'Indian chiefs, ou

had best move on to the next phase.

Phase II--Evaluation pf resources

A recent Guidepost ran an article identifying_ character-

istici of the gifted, one of Wfilch was a penchant for

collecting thingt. So, now-that you've eased your genius

rating by collecting everything about career guidance not

nailed down, you must consider'thoge measures-necessary to

maintain quality resources. To aid in just such a process,

the Office of Career Education commissioned a project to

design a systematic. approach to evaluating career education

material. That project's authors were quick to recognize
(

67 67
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.
`Evaluating materiaTS'isi,of course, a subje tive
task. The evaluator-(atsessor), interprets t s,
regardless of definition,-0R-the basis of ,his wn
background and Profest.ionkl- training as well a
his,own view of what is-lbeit;" in instruction in
his locale. This is as it should be since career

- education as a curriculum thrust can only be
viable in a given situation if it- con .to
that which the local *OleAdecide is b.'

Out of this realization comes a six-step.Systemof evalua

of materials:

1.. identification

quatityp

01:

-

3. special conditions for the

4. co nt bias'--
ni4t

5.. research data p;Oltegd

6. summary evaluation

From these six stns comes the

sheet. This evaluation format

people, computer programs, the

ad infinitum. Its function is

. a.

Systematic
,evaluation

r.

--;

career Resource Evaluation

can be used for books, films,

Bureau of Lbor- Statistics,'

to provide you with a systematic

means' of:evalu4ing\a resource. No material is likely to

rate a perfect score -(10Cq,but any resource which'cam generate

a 60 is wortil,considering. if you like to .compare resources,

by score, you maybe have found aR aid to prioritization for your

budget... Use yOUr imagination.:
6

4

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co. A systematic Apftoacn't
to evaluatingcareer education materials at tkiwlocal level.
Washingtope-D.C.: Office of Career Education, 1974, p. 2-3.
(ERIC DoaMalit Reproduction Service Na. ED 109 381)

4
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Activity 1-Rate .4 Resource

This activity provides you with a written evalqatiOn
form to helpyou make decisions abut the quality of a,
04rticular resource: . .

.
Our task is to select a resource from our "dugout." and

using the Career Resource Evaluation Sheet, rate e resource.

t yourself the ultimate question. Would you buy ?

Activity 1, s designed to take you through a' SYSTEMATIC

method of eyaluationin the form of the Career Resourc

Evaluation Sheet. Now there may be one on two doubting

Thomales among you who Say, "I'll never use this It takes

too much time!,"I've got better things, to dothallill out

forms!" Before you toss this formal evaluation, consider its

Olerit in the face of a cost accountanton your Bbard'of

Education who wants to know exactly how you decide,what
.

career resources to purchaL. Thq.results of Sucb an,evalua-

tion them-become a concrete measure of your efforts.
-7

If you,are,nof presently :personally accountable for
*1

! every penny, perhaps a written'evaluation isn't necessary..
40t

Hopefully, though, you will still retain a mental picture of

the major elements in reviewing resources. Going through

the written evaluation. once now, should ylve you some guide-

lines for your mental' evaluation later.

Phase 111--Utilization of r4esources

.

Welcome to phase VIII! You have now evoudicu dll your

reso)ces and possess an apprOpriate collection of materials

for your setting. Plus, yuv have the weans Cu evaluate any new

4

.1

Ratethe ragio*ct



CAREER RESOURCE EVALUATION SHEET

,e=aqi

answersl.necK tine approgriate column that answers tine

.

question - Is thilivcispect of the resource suitable.
for use in my setting? r It ,

.

4 . . ./
enTLE

.

.

-.
ccm
0Z

en
ca
cc

.C30 .

CC

4...<
.a
UJ
CIet

,

is
w

ce co
L''*'I UJ
4.1 7.
0:1 eC

zr.
u..

'ZI
CC
LaiI,.

: .

.
1, cbst

...

.
/

.

, .

2. packaging
.

.
.

3. type.of mbterial(teachdr's manual,'w book) .

4._ grade, reading and/or comprehension five
.

,

5: -Alse with special groups, i.e. handicapped'
.-,- ,

,

.

1

..- ,..

.6.7,sutCect aki4.; .
. 4 :4 ...

10"..$ -r,

dtto7. instr-c nal' Oproact t...":F. , .-. --ndividuai)

81- easily identiffable ajectilies' ,,,.
-

-,,
..

.,' -
9. clearly explained methods. .

10. sound theoretical. bale

11,, Measurable evalUation . .

12. flexible, adaptable for many uses -

7
..

_
-'13.-13. clearly stated instructions for success .

-
,

14. staffihg needs [teacher, counselor, other?)
.

.

.

..,

15. physical facilities, special equipment
.

.
.

16.- stereotyping sex, roles
.

17. raci;1",4ethnic,? religious bias .

, ..

18. job denlvation

____,

19: statemept'off previous success of material

20. awareness of future trends
J

2

.-

4 5

_...

.

Total # of checks in column
$

Multiply # of checks by ,

and' put total in box below

Add across to get grand total

-.

..._-

_
(;rani

IP



-,

,
..,

maternal You in# acquire: , Now-, where are going to put
-\_..,

,everything? And w are you going,to use. al) this neatly
_ - -

tr

0.00ganiwdmaterial?.
7/ At this junctui-e you should consider a:retrieval system--

A

0

that is, a may of getting your hands on .what you want when you

\want i t,- You- s.hould be able, in a succinct fasfiion,, to tell Retrieval tIM

someone what, reSp6rces are available in your setting and how
.

,

4 °to find them. You may wantito institute the use of .a filing,

system, a ,coMmunity resource guide, or
%
a Labrador retriever,

or .revitalize your photographic meMory. But ,do something!

ielDon't succumb-to the temptation that someone will always know

where almost everything is Such laissez fairs approaches have

led to the storage of overhead projectors- in boiler rooms where

.

their only use was-at,the janitors' coffee break when they

played ,tic-tac7:toe.ims
c,

So, given the ability to retrieve mierial, where do all

these resources fit into your career guidance .pean? In vour''.
F.

;

',systematic approach to career guidance, you have already

assessed needs, developed goals and performance. indicator.

addition, fiijulfaveubegun to identify implementation steps for

ttrose indicators. FOr, every impleilentation ltep you will -

1)A)1:44)1,4 need a RESOURCE or twos As you mentally tick off who'

doing what With" which -materiels, yuu are utilizing tsources.

Systematically, you.r.tasks, require you to



e-

. Select people

Select materials

31 Select physical facilities

3
and dipment

. f
.

A breakdown of these taskslis found in the Resource Diamond.

on-the following peg

Ac ivity 2- ResoUrce Ullization

The purpose of t is activtty is to give you Practice
in systematically i ifying resources to be usei.

Using t e task analysis dis Toed- in theiessourca
tea- you task wi 1.be to td ntify resources for each of

the implemen tion ste s .youlhave utlined for the performance
indicator set cted:. ,Use'the form, on page 74 to complete
this activity )

/

A

4,



THE BULL PEN: relief is here.

Make sure you have backup power,

no matter what you ,do. ,

r

examine materials in relation to physical need

decide on necessary hardware' equipment-

decide on space necessary-

4

. 0 3rd

Base

N

On 1

deck

circle i

SELECT

NEES

MA ERIALS 41

ELECT '

1/

4

3

THE O6GOUT: were dreams J..

are made.,.

-corisider any totally new resources \-

II

-revjew standard references for possible new

cquisitions

4

- review existing resources in your setting

-brainstorm resource needs from the ideal

to the real

mask deliverers about resource heed

SELECT

PEOPLE

When heading for home

realize4that 2nd and /

3rd could be reversed in

the process depending on th

limttations at home.

Being oo deck means thinking ,.

about what outcome you want to

effect. when its your turn to bit,

Remember-you won't always hit a homerun.

Som Imes it's More important

to it get on base. OE PLATE

1st

Base

-identify khowledgeable, available

persons

-identify available persons

mfdentify knowledgeable persons,

r

74
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GOAL STATEMENT NO.

RESOURCS UTILIZATION

r

Performance Indicator No. :

Implementation
Steps

Resources
dWaiyile

Resources
Needed

-4

s

2.

3.
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Summary

So now you've learned how to collect, evaluate, and

systematically choose career resources. Now you know eAry-

thing, right? WRONG! Why you're just catching up In

another. thirty seconds, you'll%bAehind aga . OopstoO

late: With the fast pace at which society clips along,

resources are constantly becoming dated. ,That's why it's

important to be prepared for the,future,

SO

, Granted youmay well have mastered current information,

" b

but how long will it last. At some
(

porfrefrou will want to

renew yOur knowledge: Naturally, you'll want to approath such

a renewal systematiCally. Here are a few itrategies to help

you along the way:

1) Keep updated on new materials coming Out monthly in

ERIC.

2) Contact your State Department ofEducation periodi-

cally

4
3) Get .on the mailing list of the organizations

reflOett new tl-ends'in the field.

4) Go to, conferences, seminars, workshops. Check out

which

new ideas you hear about-

Theimpoiiant thing to remember is to be awarife. Changes, ate

taking place all the time. Whether you wet. to assimilate

those changes.into your program or, not will depend on ydur

system tic

know.

evaluation, and you can't evaluate what you do not

'R
. r

f

Finally, don't give up yourtydreams! Who. kno

may be in a supermarket someday and someone will oval

you

to



k (.
you and say, "Hello,'aren't you my sop's counselor? Has

he talked to you about gOing to Mars to study next term?"

4

iot

I
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APPENDIX A - -STANDARD REFERENCES'
.

From Career Resource Center': A Handbook for Implementation - ED 112 213

CAREER INDEX. Chronicle Guidance Publications, Inc., Moravia, New York
13118. Published annually. $11.0040

Lists free and inexpensive literature by careers and also
by organizations that publish that literature.

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE GUIDANCE MATERIALS. Siterstrom, Mary H. and
Steph, Joe A. Educators Progress Seryice, Randolph,. Wisconsin 53956.
Published annually. $8.75

Sources of flee fil6s, filmstrips, and printed materials.

NGVA BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CURRENT CAREER INFORMATION. Publications Wei,
American Pe sonnelqand Guidance Association, 1607 New Hampshire AVenue,
N.W., Washi tono-\D.C. 2 . 1973. '$2.00

Very,good list of available literature arranged Ay
careers. Each listing is evaluated according to NVGA.-
standards and vocabulary level. 'A second part describes
and evaluates career films.

OCCUPATIONAL LITERATURE: AN, ANNOTATEDBIBLIOGRAPHY. Forrester,
`GertrUde. R.W:-Wilson Co., 950 -Univeritty Avenue,Aronx, New York
10452. 1971. $15.00

,Excellent source for starting. n occupational library.
Material is listed, alphabetically by pccupation with
asterisks by some to indicate better quality.

,;SEN OR IGH, LEARNIK RESOURtES FOR
Resourceriter, Building 871, R.M.

%New Jers0,108817. $1.00
also Available fOr $1. each).

.

'Very haridy list of a-variety 0

CAREER EDUCATION. N.J. Occupational
C. Plainfield Avenue, Edison,.
(Jr. High and Elementary editions

r

f riiburce ranging from
simulation games tg filMs. Includes ordling information
and annotations. I-

CAREEq#EDUCATION NEWS, McGraw-Hip Institutional Publications, ipt)
West Monroe, Street, picagO, Illinois -.60606. $30.00'for an1.180-

subscription.
t

). Newsletter published twice a month from Septeintker thru June.

At"



. . 1 .

.
.

COUNSELOR'S INFORMATION SERVICE. B'nai B'rith Career and Counseling,.

Services,.1640 Rhode.Island'Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036;
$9.00 for yearlyisubscriptibn.

, . .

A quarterly annotated bibliography of current career, and
educational-rteraturd.

INFORM. National Career Information Center, APGA, 1607 New Hampshire
Avenue., Washingtone D.C. 20009. $15.00 per ytar for (APGA members and
$25.00 per year for ngn-members.

'This monthly newslettetridentifies a variety of sour4es for
Alr free and inexpensive career inforMation.

THE PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE JOURNAL. Atrierican.Personnel and Guidance
Association, 1607 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington,-0.C. 26009.
2O.Ob per year or included in membership.

,

These monthly issues contain a section that includes reviews (

of recently published professional materials.

I

THE VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE QUARTERLY. National Vocational Guidance
Association, a division of American. Personnel and Guidance Association,
1607 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009. $8.00 for
yearly subscription- or included in membership.

Each quarterly -issue contains an evaluation.of.current.
career information. Very helpful fort updating purposes.

,,

01BER USEFUL SOURCES"

'
gliV

BARRON'S GUIDE TO THE TWO-YEA COLLEGEY.(Vol/-1) Barron's Educational
Series, Inc. 113 Crossways,Park Drive, Woodffurli, New York 11797.
1972. 13.95. .A.

lir ...

OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM(SELECTOR. (Vol.2) 1972. $2.50

,_

. Vol 1 prOviares information on 14230 colleges.
10. .1olume 2 identtfies two-year colleges through an

occupational program *lex,
AI,

,-.
I r

,

: r

A CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR TECHNICIANS AND SPECIALISTS J.G. FergNon '.
Publishing^Company, Chicago, Illinoisl:

I

.1970.. $44.75 for set of five
or4$11.95 per book. A:

.

dr. .

:

'Set includes: Health Technicians; Engineering Technicians;
Marketing Business and.Offi ,Specialists: Community Services

- , and Relatge Special nd Agricultural, Forestry; and
Oceanolgraphic Techninurs-.1 Highly recommended. Particularly

.
N,



'.

. '
) d

relevant since manyjobs in the future will require Tess ,

3,than a four-year college diploma but more than a high

school diploma.

. .
,s;

CAREER WORLD. CUrriculum Ihnovations, Inc., 501 Lake Forest Avehue, -

Highwood'Illionois 60040. '$2.95 per copy per year (minimum 15 orders

to one address.)
.

Excelleht periodical published monthly during the school
year for secondary sdhool students. Contains interesting
afticles on.a variety of careers.

COMPARATIVE GUIDE TO AMPICAN CaL
Hall)er and Ikngsl49(East 33rd Stre t, New Tork, N.Y.. 10016. 197'
$5.95

GES., :Cass, James and Birnbaum,.

Very helpful source for basic information about four-year
colleges across the country.-

COMPARATIVE IDE TO
,SCHOOLS AND 'P RAMS
49 East '33rd Street,
$3.95 for paperback.

Particularly useful for locating prOgrams jn such fields as

Art, Dance, Theater, etc.k

TWO-YEAR-COLItEGES AND FOUR -YEAR SPECIALIZED
. Cass, awes and Birnbaum, Max. .Harper and Row,
New York, N.Y. '10016. $7.95, for hard cover and

CONCISE HANDBOOK OF OCCUPATIONS. J.C. Ferguson.Publishing Companyi
Xnicagd, Illinois.' 1971.,111.95

r 1 )

Mort job descriptions' of0100 occupations.
:

DICTiONApY1OF pCCUPATIONAL TITLES. U.S.;Govern

Waihington,D.V. 20402. .- s -

ti

. Vol. 1 Definition Of'Titles, 3rd Edition, 1965. $51

Mct

,3rd Edition, 1965. $4)25
Vol. 2 Occupational ClasAificatiand Industry Index.

-

tit~ Fri nf,

'

tif,f cse

Supplements 1 and 2.- Selected CharacteriWq of Occupations
by Worker, 1966. $2.75., Traits and Physical Strength, Up:

$1.25

Training Manual. 3rd Edition, 1965. Part A'- 254v, IZEIc"=i

Necessary reference-if literature is filed according to the,

DOT Code.

1.75.

.
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JOB GUIDE FOR YOUNG WORKERS.' U.S. 'Government PrintAnNifice,shingion,
D.C., 20402, 1969. $1.50 4 fillsr -.: t

ProvIdgs an overview of occupations in a concise and easily
.readabl e format*

. I %

JOBS FOR WHICH'A COLLEGE EDUCATION-IS REQUIRED. 10t )
JOBS FOR WHICH A HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION IS. GENERALLY REQUIRED:: ]O

JOBS FOR WHICH A HIGH SCHOOL ad-CATION IS PREFERRED BUT NO,T
ESSENTIAl7.. lOtt

JOBS FOR WHICH APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING icAVAILABLE. 10t,_ ,

JOBS' FOR WHICH JUNIOR COLLEGE, TECHNICAL NSTITUTE OR OTHER SPECIALIZED
TRAINING IS USUALLY, RED. 10t. U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, P.C. 204 (8 : . .

TheSe pathphTets,arevery helpful when looking at jobs irt,
terms of the educational requirements. They could be kept
in the reference section or placed in literature raCksfor

), -students to browse through and keep if desired.
'

LOVEJOY'S, CAREER AND VOCATIONAL SCHOOL GUIDE1 ,4thEdition: 1973.
Siman and Schuster, Inc., 630 Fifty Avenue, NeYork, N.Y. 10Q40.,
.$7.95 :

(
Lists schools that offer training in more than 25Ocareers.

LOVEJOY'S COLLEGE GUIDE. Simon and, Schuster, Inc.; 630 Fifth Avenue,
.New York,,N.Y.

*
10020. $4,95-

'Provides the-reader with a qationwide list of two- year'and four-
year colleges'. Also in9ipdes an academic.progra61Andex.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOIK HANDBOOK. 1972-1973 Edition. (IS. Government
Printing Office, Washington; D.C.'. .20402, $6.25.

.

-

,

,An absolute must fora Career Resource Center. Multiple copies
shiluld-be-avallable, In addition to the _HANDBOOK, the -.41'

Occupational:-.Ouilook Repit Seriet-can-be purchased- far 316:55 '

and' the- 12&;pamOhlets can be stored .in the occupational file.

For faster service try, ordering through the regional office
of the Bureau of Labor Statisiics, The New York Area Offide
is located at 1515 Broadway, New York,N,Y. 10036. .4010

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK QUARTERLY. -Bureau of Labor, Statistics, Washington,
D.C. .20212. $4.30 per year. ' .

A neceAery.companion to tte,OCCUOATIONAL OUTLOYk HANDBOW.
.))1 ,

ON THE JOB!: J.G.Ferguson-PUblishing Company, Chicago , 1970.
$7:951

. , , .
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a

A collection of 65 jobs disdussed by actualPpeople performing
that job., They ,are written in the.first,person and include ,

insights into the life styles involved as well as the daily
work experiences.

PROFILE- OF AMER/CAN COLLEGES. Barrorlas Educational Series, Inc.,
113 Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury, N.Y. '11797. $5.951,,

'Reference bobk that provides a thumbnail sketch of four- 2/,

year college sjisted by state. ti;
.

SELECTED HEALTH CAREERS 1N NE JERSEY:- Division o Planning kid'Researdh
Labor and Industry D'uilding, P.O , .Box 359, ,.Trenton, N.J. 08625.' 1973.

. ,

Descriptions of health careers with lists of institutions that
provide preparation within the state.

TRADE AND TECHNICAL SCHOOL DIRECTOR"( (NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES).
,Chronicle.Guidance Publications, Inc., Moravia, New York, 13118.° 1971.

e.-

$3.00.

44 Li'st4 and describes. trade and 'techt&al schools in, the

Northeast'. Also provides an index to majors.

100.
YOUR JOB AS 'A-REPAIRMAN OR MECHANIC -

-.. THINKING OF; AN. OFFICE. JOB?

- FOREIGN LANGUAGES, AND IYOUR CAREER. .

SOCIAL SCIENCE AND YOUR CAREER
BIOLOiY- AND YOUR CAREER
SCIENCE AND YQUR CAREER
LIBERAL ARTS AND YOUR CAREER
ENGLISH AND HOUR CAREER
THE OUTDO@RS AND YOUR COEER.

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of tabor Statisflts 1515 Broadway,
New yorI5,-N.Y. 10036.' 1972. Single copies free.

' ISP
These leaflets' list:occupations that relate to Various-
disciplines.40informatidn for ordering theOccupational'
Outlook Handbook reptinis is also provided., The leaflets

4
could eitber.be kept.in a reference section or ,placed in
literature racks for distribution. a

4.4

KITE AVAILABLE

cs4"

OCCUPASIONAL LAVIORATION Kil h
259 East Eriq Street, Chicago. IL' 60611.- 1972 $143.35.



This kit contains '400 occupational briefs. It also has an
exploration pro 'ram that allows students ,,,td answer questions
about their, educational plans, word ability*, man'ability,

interests. Using-overlay cards, numbIrs appear that ,
maith the answers aotrefer to some of the 400 'briefs ln the

. kit... 1'w

OCCUPATIONAL MICROFILE. Chronicle Guidance Publications, Inc. Moravia,.N.W. 13118.. $60.001 Updating .8ervice., $41.00.

4 microfilm editionsf the Chronide Guidance Briefs. The
information' appears on microffche,which are filled in a small
metal box. WherOged with a microfiche reader printer,students ere abte.199T uce their own career briefs.

GuidifiCe Pubiitatidns, Inc., Moravia,.OCCUPATIONAL VIEWDECK -Ch
N.Y. 13118. 1972.'.86.00.

I a 1
.4An exploration kitithat solicits responses min the following areas;interest, teniperamirtt,.:eddcational plans, physical\ demand, etc.

Usirg overlay cards for their answers, §tudents receive names,
r.of .suggesteCoccupations to explore. ,

. ,. . .
. .

PLIED CAREERS KIT. 150 Career
1
briefs

z
and job guides,' $45.60.*

, 1 . e1 .

L CAREERS. KIT., 150 :career briefs and summaries, $4500.. a

B'US'INESS CAREERS' KIJ. 120 career briefs and sumrparies,437.20.
A

SCIE-NCE AND 'E,NGINEERMG EERS KIT.. 120 career briers and summariesi
0 .

;..
1

$37.20. ;
, , ,,,, .,.. ..

`,).'HEALTH tAREV 'KIT. . 12,0-areei. brieft And- summaries., '137.20..
. iit.

I
-FROFASSIONAl.: ItEERt KIT. -.55d,career briefs and summaries, $81.00...", .. . i , .At/ I:`careers, Inc., .P.O. pox 135, Largo, Florida.

.
. ..

D , $ 4 .
4 *1 4

:. ..,, ,. ,
.

A The above kits .can be .purchased,separate y or as a package.
0 'The:prices include one year's subsscriptio the updating . ,*),C .serOce.:- After the first.year,:there is 4..fe4"for updating: ..

'' VIEW-VITAL DIFOR-MATION': . OUCATION AND' WORK. Central Jersey Industry
"Education etOuncil, 71 Ma - treet, Woodbridge, Nei', Jersey 07895.$50.00. (n5-.00. per year for .Updating.) ' . .

.,.. .:. . , . - i . ,,
.

A set. of aperture.kar s that describe DI, occugationS that exist
1.:,..' -.1,91 central:New Jerse ..- Some of the. inforinatiop would, apply n1y7...tr, to the joti as it 'exists...in,.this geographic 'regioiN(Somerset nd..., .., ,

,...-ltiddletex Counties)., Since theLinformatiok is on mitrofi e; '.
- ,users muStkive, access to 4.,inicrOfische 'reader. The seti 4ex7-

'''. ' ,''

. ..., .
,

', 9 4' .''." ....
'',A11-'4 ..' . .

1 .,,,,,Aqo .,., . . .. 4-. A. k . . .....,. 82- ,..
,.. ,...:.3,..,

8',3._ .. r.

tpatided everyxyear. .1

. 4-v 4., d,:ip



, APPENDIX B - -COMMERCIAL PUBLISHERS;

Excerpted"' Fram CORE COUNSE CO ENCIES- gD 128 757

r. 4

CAREER NFORMATi

Federal Agencies. Almost ack ?fgedCies publish infOrmation

concerning occupations. .InfOriation about gdvernment publications of all
-

.kinds'4!)aif be ;Rained by ordering104-monthly catalog from the Supt. of

'Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. This
i. , ,

catalog listg'-all
-
the materials published during the previous month. Ad ,

aiternate method of obtaining mast information pertinent to, counselors

is to ask.to be Placed on. the mailing list of the agencies which publish

It
the bulk of federal occupational literature., These agencies inc)ude the

Department of:
1

- Agriculture
- Defense?' " A,- ,,

Ns

- Health, Education and Welfaee.
- Interior .

1 t,

-'- Labor (source of the dictionary of Qctupa4On Titles aid the
.: Occupational Outlook Handbook) .

74'

- State ,

,

.' - Treasury . ,

..,,.. - Civil Service Commisslon - -

', Y 4.' ':- National science Foudeition . s

) 1 National Aeronautics and Space Administration . .

- Office of Economic Opportunity -.....:>-,

- ..A .
. /4, ,

State Agencies. Thet.,-sourcei--ait 'the state level4thith would probably%
...

.,

:44, , Aik : ir,
.

.. : . provide the'.gieatest amount.of information would be the.Dipartment of

I,
Publim Astruction and tile State Servict49 - . .

9 9

-Commercial: Publishers. The following companies publish subserip-
,0 t

tfon serviCis or series monographs, pamphlets or books which ,deal

with career information. ;,,

.

Bel linfn, Publishing Co', 8ox 172, :Cambridge, Mass; 4138

- B'Nai 8'rith VdcatiOnal Service, 1644,1/Mode Wand Ave.?, N.W.,;f4'

Washing*: D.C. '20q6 '' '-'
'

. .

.44

1

. .

K
. ;

..1

ti is/

a
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- Careers,. Largo, 31540

t Cbi"onicle,:pilidAnce.Publicatibns, lMorava,:N.Y. 13118

-44 Finney` rham Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 55426

- The GuidanceNntre 371 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
- a. N.: 4'

AoptitUte fbr Research0517 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 60605

dpv- Ju84ab Messner, 1 West 19th St., New York, N.Y. .10018

Servitel;Anc'.,.Box 306, Jaffrey, N.W.

Research Publishing 'Box. 1474, Mhdison, Wis. 53701

Science Researth Associates, Inc., 259 E. Erie, Chicago, Ill.
6Q611 :

- Vocational Guidance Manuals, -235 East 45th St., New York, N.Y.
10017

Western Personnel Institute, 10th and-Dartmouth Claremont,
Californi

Wo Trade A" AdemY.Priss, 50 E. 420, St., New York401.Y, 10017

is referred-tothe books: Career Information in

achin' by. Isaacson, Allyn and Bacon, 1973, T
, 4

Informa ervite in Guidante .by Norris, Zeran.and Hatch 'Rand

Mcn'ally, 1973, 'and Personalizing' InfOrmition Process L by ijs ..st

*Hollis, -The Macmillan Company; q 970 for compreHensive
,

sources of printed information,
:47 1. "
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. APP NDIX C T HOW Ta USE ERIC
1 ,

.\ ik '. ',:-

q,C.mearis Edutional RetaurteS InfoiMation-Center: I. .. .

,

IRIC produces a. ollottig of microfiche of documents.relating to
all facets of education. , ,

i

- There is a wealth of inforMation about career guidance in ERIC.
.

.

.

\

- YCU can use the ERIC sys; by going to any institution which has an
.ERIC microfiche collection. (A listing of locations of ERIC coliec-
'tIons in MiChigan.follows.) .

. .

, -, .

.0o6to the ERIC collection nearest you and Aka librarian to show
!you ..

,.,

2) the Resources'in Educ tion (RIE) index
1) the Thesaurus.of ERIC, Dsriptors ,

.

ec

. , .. .*
.,

- The Thesaurus lists'allthe wo ds by which ERIC documents are indexed,
Check 'the jescriptor.ficareer e ucation", (It's on page 30.) You, can

.

use any of the words under that descriptor to ldek up documents_ about
..'career education in RIE.

1

.

- Now go to the RIE. There_ere monthly editions '(they're skinny) and
:there. are annual editions (they.' e fatter). RIE's have a section
called document resumes and a sec ion.called subject.index. Look'at
the top of: the page in thspRIE un il, you find the subject index..

. Your subject it career education. Look for it in the subject index.. -

'Under that subjectwill be a list f titles, and numbers that look.
siMilar to this: ...

Career Information Center- t ff Roles
,, -ED 127 461 'f

You can ad an abstract (sUmmary)-ofAhdt article by looking in the
front p of the RIE in the dotUmentVresume section for theED
number 1 7

F
461 or whatever numbtr you \choose.

-- If you like'what you read yoU may"want to examine the entire document.
To do this you, ill have to-ask the lib' arian where the microfiche
are located. Sie will either show you ow to retrieve the microfiche
or,she will-get itfor you. In either se the only information Sidu

. willfleedAs the' ED number.
t

. ,

- Although ill ERIC documents are oh microfiche, Abey'Can be. ordered as
paper celes: Ordering information is always in the back of the RIE.

4,-.
V ..4

....,

- Thts searchinv protessdanalso be done on tomputer but that cots
still' more Money. .If'you'are interested in -a computesearch, write
-or call the .address below. P

computer,

v 4. .
. , .

Nie ,

ERIC/CAPS...
:Counseling and Personnel Sesvikes
Information: Center i \ 4

Suite 2108 The Scirol,
of Siutati.erattrhAng
The. U ity of Michigan ;

MVMS An, Nichioar148109
q13 4-9492

85. --SG
%.
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CLEARINGHOUSES (andbarer NetwOrkrompo;snis)

"

lEr

.. . .
. .The EPIC Clearinghouses have responsibility within the network for acquiring the significant etkicational literaturewithin their particular areas, selecting the highest quality anchmost relevant material, processing Ve.,-catraloging,indexing,

abstracting) the selected items for input to the data base,,and also for providing information analysis prOducts and variou4user services
the

on 'the data baseop
, .14,..,

.The exact number -of Clearinghouses, has fluctuated over time in response to. the-.shifting needs of the educationalcommunity. There are 'currently. 16 Clearinghouses. These are listed beloW, together with full addresses, telephone numbers,
oand brief scope notes describing the areas they cove

ERIC Clearinghouse on Caret* Education
Ohio State University
Center fOr Vocational Education
1960Kenny Road
Collimbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: (614) 486-3055

4

Career education, formal and infornthl at all leVels, encompassing
attitudes, lf-knowledge, decision-rnakingokills, 'general and occu-
pational knowledge, and specific vocational and occupational skills;
adult and, continuing education, foymal'iind Informal, relating to
occupational, family leisure, citizen, -organizational, and retirement

, solidi; vocational and techhicakeductition:;.fricluding nee sUb.profes-
sionaf fields, industrial arts, and vocationallgiihabilitation (or the
4kndicacspecl ,...t ' /

4
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ERIC Clearinghouse on .Counse and Personnel Sirvices -

.Univetsity of Michigan, . ...
School pf Education Building, Room 2108
Ann.Arboi,Mi 48109
Telephone: c313 -9492
PreparatioR ratlike, anstipervisian of Counselors at all educe.
Urinal lave to in all settings.; thdoOtical development Of coun- -

%soling and dahge;,pse and results of personnel procedures such as 'testing, into evighgalisseminating, ancranalyzing such informption;
gaup work and ,case work; nature; of pupil, . student, and adult
characteristics; tpersonnel. Wafters. and their relation to
planning, family consiiltations;Eiridstu,dent orientation acti

_e

ERIC Clearinghouse on Early Childhood 'Education
Uniiersity of Illinois

; College of Education
$05 W. Pennsylvania Avenue

a Urbana, Illinois 61801
Telephone_: (217) 333-1386

etal factors, parental behavior; the 1physical, psychriogical,.
faieducational, and cultural development of children.iroin birth `

'the. primary grades; edudational theory;,,,'esearch, and,
: - practice related tathft develodinent of young children.,

-ERIC Clearingkouse on EducatiO nal Management9p.
University of gregon
'Eugenelpregnit;,97401
.Telephdile: (503) 6g6-5043

0.
LeadershiP, management, and structure of ptiblic and 'private
educational, organizations; practice and theory of administration;

*Preservice and inservlce preparatiqn of administrators, 'teaks, and '
Processes of admfnisttation; methods and earieties of organization,
Prginizaticinal.thenge, and social eontext dfithe organization.
Sibm..buildIngtSnd enuipmept for education: planing, g,
WhStructing, fibnovating; equipping, niaintaining: *Sating, ins
thilizing) and evaluating educational facilities. , ..

ERIC ClearinghOluse on Ha
Council for Exceptional Chil
1920 Association Drive
Retton, Virginia/22091
Telephone : (703)620-3660

Aurally handicapped; visually handicapped, mentalfy handicapped,,,
physically_handicapped, emotionally disturbed, speech
learning otsabintles, end the gifted; behavioral" psychomotor, and
communication disorders, administration of special education serv
ices; prepaiptionand continuing education of professional anif para-.
professiorp personnel,- preschool learning and= development' of thr '
exceptional; general-studies on creativity.
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ERIC Clearinghouse wiHigher Education
George Washington t e r siO'
Washington, D. C. 20036
Telephone.: (202)'296-2597

ne Duppnt Circle, Suite 630

Various subiects relating to college and u,niversfty students, college
and uhlversit%donditiotis and problems, calde,le and university pro.

., grams. Curri&dar and instructional problem nd programs,.faculty,
,institutional r earth., Federal programs, professional education
"(medical, law etc.), aduate education, university extension pro-
grams, teachi learn' g, plenning,*governance, finance, evaluation,
interinstitution angentents, and management of higher educa-
tional institutioys. '

ERIC Clearinghouse on InlormationResouices
Syracuse UniverNiti,
School of Education
Afea of Instructional Technology
Syracuse, New YOrk 13210'
Telephone: (315) 423-3640' .

Management, operation, and use of libraries; the technology to-
improve- their operation and the education,- training, and profes-
sional activities of librarians and information specialists. Educational
techniques involied in microteaching, systerni-analysis, And pro-
grammed .instnAtion- employing audiovistial teaching aids and
technsliogy,, such as television, radio, computers, and cable television,
communication satellites, microforrns, and public teleliislop. .

4' ..f' ,' i
ERIC Clearinghouse for ..(ynior thllegifi\
University of California
Powell Library, goom 96
405 1-lilgard Aven e .,
Los Angeles,Cali mia 90024 - ,
Telephone: (21 825-393f 4

4
.

. .,

Development, administration, and evaluation df public and private
,community junior colleges. Juni9r arillege studertts, staff, curricula, \v}s so

programs, libraries, andcommuntty services. -



ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics
Center for Applied Linguistics
1611 North Kent Street
Arlington,,Virginia 22209
Telephone: (703) 5284312
Languages and linguistics. Instructional methodology, psychology of
language learning, cultural and intercultural content, application of, linguistics, cufricular problems and developments, 'teacher training
.and qualifications, language Klemm: Psycho-linguistica, theoretical
and-applied linguistics, language pedagogy, bilingualism, and corn,
monly taugfrit languages including English for speakert-of other
languages.. s .-4 .

.. 'i
4 ..

, ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills
National-Council of TeaChers tart:English ' .; I'
1111 Kenyon Road
UrbanaIllinois 61801 ... ....

,
.. A-i.i,

Telephone: (217)'328-3870
Reeds g, English. and communication skill's, preschool- through
college. Educational research and development, in reading, writing,
speaking, and listening. Identification, diagnosis, and remediation

'of reading problems. Speech communication forensics, mass com-
munication, inteidersbnal- and small group interaction, interpreta-
t on, rhetorical end communication theory, instidction development,

sciences, anc4leater. Neparation of instructional- staff and
related personnel inifiese areas.

All aspects of reading avior with emphasis . on phy logy,
PsVcrogy.. sociology, a hing. Instructional terials,
curri la, tests and measurement, preparation of readln eachers
and specialists, and methodology, at all levels. Role of i aries and
other agencies in foste ng and guiding reading. Oleg ostic and
remedial see/ices in scho and clinical settings.

ERIC Clearin q e.on Rural Education and Small Schools
New MeXiC0 e pniversity

0' "I A
..r

, Box 3AP
' Las Crucei,.`New Mexico 88003

Telephone: (505) 646-2623 ,
.

g
,

Education of Indian Americans)! Mexican Americans, Spanishish
Americans, and migratory farm workers and their chjldren; outdoqr
education; economic, cultural, sale!, or other factors "relatecNo

'* 'educational programs in rural areas and small schools; disadtantailed
, 'otrural and small school populations:

.

r ;;?:

ERIC Clearinghouse forSciance, Mathematics, and
Environmental Education

Ohio State University
1200W1 eli8ert Road, Third Floor..
Columbtis, Ohio '43212 .;',"

TelephorN6c14) 42'2-6717
All levels df ience mathematicOnd ft/ironmental, education;

.....telopment of curriculum qnd instaidrfidnal materials; media
lications: impact of interest, intelligently, Values,;tinticdhcept

development upon learning; prow:vice and inservice teacher educa-
tion and supervision. ;

ERIC Clearinghouse for Social SludiesiSocialScience
Education

Broadlay.
. ipulaaler, Colorado..-80302

Tifetillotie:(363) 492-8434._
Jill leireis of socilititudies and soolal science; all activities relating to

"; teacttel; canes* of disciPlines; applications or learning theory,
; cursieu uni theory, child development' theoty;" mid r instruttiona6

theory; research and development Sroeram4sPeCial needs df student
groups; education as a:social actence;,s at etudies/sacial,sefence

.
and the community.

'.. GPO 9211 ,711

ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 616
Washington, D. C. 20036 fif
'Telephone: (202) 293-7280
School personnel as all levels; all issues from selection through
preservice and inservice preparatioh and .training to retirement;
curricula; educatidnal theory and philosophy; general education
not specifically covered by Educational Management Clearing-
house; Tide XI 'NDEA Institutes not covered by subject specialty

ti In other ERIC Clearinghouses; all aspects of physical education.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurenent, and Etiatuation
diFducationil Testing Service,

Princeton, Neu! Jersey .0,4854o
Telephone: (609) 921-9000 ext. 2176
Tests and other measurementAvtc,ps; evaluation procedures and
techniques; applicatioh of tests; meatucernent.

-or
evaluation in

educational projects or programs. _ * v. i. s

ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education
Pm 40
Teachers College, Columbia University
55 W. 120th Street .

New York,, New York 10027 ,

Telephone:- (212) 678-3437 r
The relationship between urban life and schtging; the effect of
urban experiences and environments from- birth .onward;`the aca-
demic, intellectual,-and social performance of urbarf children and
youth from grade three through college- entrahce (including the

.-- effects of self cOnbept, motivation, and other affedtive influences)
education of urban, Puerto Rican and,Asian Americah populations,
and rur d' urban black twoulations! pitigramt-and practices
which ,pr ide lebrning experueices designed to meet the special ,
needs of diverse populational served byAurben leceopls and which
build upon their unique^ as well as their, common characteristics;
structural clSbnges in the ciassroord, school, SchOolveyii0m::: and
community and innovative instructional practic%s witVi'directly.
affect urban children and youth; proglinis, practices,'Orid Materials'
relined to economic and ethnic discrimination, segregation, desegre-.
'teflon, and integration in education; issues, programs, practiee!,

. -and materials related tie redressing the curriculum imbalance in the..,
treatment of ethnic minority. groups. "

': .

P! " `
'Educational ReiourCes)nfotjatiOn*CIntire
(Central ERI,C). , r
National Institu tiof Edt tOtioii
Washington, D. C 20208 .s-,

'kw

Poce'ssiriat R,eTerence Facility
4833 Rugby Avenue, Suiii 363'
Bethesda, Maryland' 20614
Telephone: (361) 656.2723 -
ERIC Document Rep tion Service-
P.O. Box 190 --.
Arlington,Virginia .222 0
Telcjihone (703) 841:1212

ORYX PRESS ,

,.300 East Cameltoack 111*
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TRUE CONFESSIONS OF AN ERIC. USER

, TOris 'is the school. iducation is-a tough business.

counselor. natal-dee-440.t-dies-dum.)
6' .

It. was 5, Monday morning I was sitting at my desk

I know. I'm a

stack of schedule conflicts when my phone rang.

look at

"Yes?"

"Smith, is that you? Get over here right away!" TheJ.eceiver

slammed in my ear. As .1 recognized the voice of the. gravel-throated;N

principal, I grabbed,my yellows-legal Oad.and left the .offide at an anxious
%

trot wondering whatloew task was about' to .be added to my already over-:

loaded day.

"You wanted to see mesir?" I'mumbled ap I walked into the princi-

. 0
s.offtge4 ,There he

,
was chpwing on the end of a -BIC pen, sitting bekind

., - ; :.. , . .

ii- .

s sleSk. -. ..
.. ,

." .. .

. ,

0
"Yes, iipth. I've got a proposition for you You've been cniing.

. ., . . *
about the. lack of support for guidana activities around here, and On.

6

not saying,;you don't have a legitima

a chang.to do AfoursAf some good

ter complaint. Wel 1 , anyway,

A *man frOmjheState depattmen

education came -to Central Office yesterday with a .matthing funds pro

They're ookipg foil_ programs ip cdreer, guidance in'tlie classroom. : Now

an)you c ,get together an outling for Some activities, I* think the
. r

t
Superintendent would be wilTing' to loose the purge, strings since a

- 4 -

1?!" , ,A,

..( '

o

, . t
'matching granit of $800, is involyed. W

."Yessir! Of
t

course I'll be glad to.Wift something alp." '1'coblojit

- , ,

gYleve my ears.- ..The principal wits finalTY"thibkidg of the guidancg depdrt-.,. .
, ..

.4 *,, f ,. .,./

t as sometlifridi other than .A schedule - hanging bin. "I know a couple :-1p .S % I

10.

V
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P.

of the 'faculty1Who'd go

materials, IAh'itk this

"OK,-.0K! Stow it,)1

by my-pxurbgrance. "Just get the outline together so we can get this

balms rolling. This is the chance you've beenwaiting for so don't-let

me°down!"

"No, sir: I wc't."

4,0

along with some activities. And with money for

could generat 'the kind of visibility we need:"

'the kind said, being somewhat overwhelmed

Ali

"Alright, have your material into me and personally deliver iN*

.

to State DeparAlent Office on Wednesday afternoon.. I've got a meeting

there then anyway."

Suddenly, the room began to spin. I felt as though everything was

closing in on me. "Wednes44, sir ?" I whispered weaklA but that's the

°

.day after,,tomorrow...."'.

'"G65d heavens, Smith: I can read a calindar!" The principal grimaced

as he threw his pen on his desk. ""If104're going to start whimpering
lk

about the time, let's fOrgei the whole thinC"

"N-No.'sfr," 1-stuttered, :I'll have everything by Wednesday."

grabbed my yellow legal pad and headedfor,my office, heart in hid.

We'd become acquainted while I was:

lege that fall. It wa's the quickest

I hadonly one chate--ERIC.

taking course at the- Evening Col

-'system avai ble for the retrieval

that I knew O'f. As

began' searching the

' A

of instructional educatfanalateriel

soon as school was out, I made it. to the library and

late4j215-Index for relevanOlaterfal; .Loaking

.

.,under 'topics llke classrbom guidoce:;activittes, ctassrooMr.materials,
. !,.:\

.

career education,lhis is what Jcaille 614141itn:.
4 7 .. V.

gt
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ED 305 280 A-Handbook for Career' idance Counselors, Illinois
University,, Urbana, Department of Vocational-and Technical Education

.

This handbook provided me with ideas about informing the school
about career.guidance, identifying usable Programs and determining
experiences which contribute to thedevelopment of career planning skills.
There were detailed suggestiods for activities and resources as well as
instructional materials, alt of which would be helpful to.the classroom .

teacher,
4-
4

ED 105 221 Career Development for the Upper Grader, Chicago. Board of
Education 4 .

*
. .

.

This meaty document supplied me with specific behavioral objectives
and sugaeStions for classeocint guidance activities suitable for ninth
graders with an emphasis on group guidance techniques in the classroom.

figured that the use of a systematic approach with objectives would
ch the state department's eye!

114 524 The Comprehensive Career Education System: Guidance Component
7 -9, Educational Properties,nc. Irvine, CA .

,
.

Here Was anotIlez systematic approachto career information inithe
classroom. This document contained numerous examples of objectives and 0.,

activities as well as suggested re ources. The material was divided
according-to the Ca ifornia model 6r uidance--appreciation and attitudes,
self-awareness, deci ion-making, careefrawareness,.eMployability skills.
I could adapt many these activities into the n I was working on.

ED 104 846' Career-Orientation and,Explonation: Lesson Planis.for Grades
,Eight and,Nine. Doniphan R-1 School District, MO .

- . ) ; .
,

This was, SUst what the doctot ordered to help me convince some over-
,Aprked teaeheiki,that there was rdom forfleareer guidance activities-in
'their classes.: a could give them these lesson plans which provide everything
,trom lecture outlines to spelling lists along with pre- and post-:tests.

.t.
ok

At

..

this point I felt I -had enough material 'tirOro e a ninth grade class*.. 1 , .

'with a mini-unit on career guidance.7Ibgetter;wtth_tile, teacher using

cq;pup gtidancebtechriiquesi-We dap conc ate on careetrientatipn and :, ..7*

-

sel
,),

f-awar4ss. 1 . NI ...rine
.

* .

,, .- i ,,,,

'''' r' :-.* . ,°, * ,

.410:64#
. ,The ne* dg....1- contlIctd one of pur Atth grade EngliSh teachers - ..;'

..r.

1 A.4.f. 1. .. I ''

,,,to agree to-work I sttqwed him the material I had gottmthrough-
-.Ant -

'4'

4.4, a
9

S

h 4-1



*

ERIC ant we.planned.a

a

if to meet for one hour' twice a week for. 6

weeks. I worked up -an lutline of the program and submitted it o the

Principal that Wedriesday afternoon.

The rest. is history. Our proposal was funded. The career guidance

, activities were so successful, it became ,A career guidancemini-co

required fbr All, ninth graders. I now have a-microfiche reader in

, new office as Director of Guidance, and I owe it 'all to ERIC!

S t

V
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ATZON - -GOAL ,

. ,
The major Ourriose of. this station of thelirog am is to help you become

acquainted with the proadts of eValuatift--the bislo fypes Of evaluation,

the key to effective evaluation, and components of a comprehensive evAua-

tionmodel. You will be able-to identify the types of evaluatipn which
.

I

4. .1

will best assess the outcomes of your career,sUidanCe program. Your and'

Your team' members will be using your Actiak.Pian throughout this iectrentflr,
;-

the program. Hopefully, such:a combined effort will not only insure the

attainment of spec c performance indicators,' but will also insure the con-

iinuation of'an effective career guidanee,program your school..

14;

' ye

OBJECTIVES ,.

5,

,,When Au have completed this section of the-program, you will be able-to:

1. Specify appropri4te and iMppropriate uses of basic evaluation.

methods,

2. Identify a nine-step comprehensive evaluation model for use in your

.careee gUOMance Action Plan.

:

3. Design prOcess and product evaluationstrategies foryour-career.0L.

guidance Action Plan.
. A

. 4Build an evaluation component into your career guidance Action Plan.

1. "Introductio

Ake
2. Types of ue.086

OUTLINE

3: Key to :effective evaluation (inluaes activityexerlise):
.

,.. 0 . 4,,,;). ,., 0 ..

"' 4. A lumpreheisive-eviluaticlOnodel: an overview II
!.

.-, -

!.
5. ProCess/product evaluation .,

e. .
, .-

6: Post asse t (includes .activity Ikercise )

.
.
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. jAtroduttion, . ,

! , . c ". 6 .
siEVALUATION! A, oord thaP.strjtceS 'fea,e, in the hearts of

b; .

thoie who nnYst deCide''if a progrim'is SuccdiSul or not. it"s,

:, ,

Often lookedo as the "Mt. Everest".of any program because 4'

4
-you tend to associate it with the steepcliffs of multivariate

vmalys'es, t-tests, and chi-squares. But, fear-not! TKimoun-
.

tain is climbable! In,thispodule yob, will be learning how

you can develop evaluationqh@thods which will best assess the

*weer guidance performance indicators you establish for the :

goals of yoir career guidancilAction Plan. And you wilI'o it

jusVikethose hardy souls who successfullrclImbed Mt.
^-

Everest= -one step at a time.

Let's all start out on the same foot by deciding wtiatwoo.

evaluation is. Evaluation is defined as a process o' iden-,

tifyifng, collecting, analyzing, and interpreting itiOrmation

sa that deciefOns can a made. These decisions will be
0

helpful iii developing, implementing, and improving your

-
.

career guidance program. So it's importatirtatreMed* from

the moment you start designing your career guidance program

thAtlelialuation is 'an "essential ongoing partofIlur program,

-particularly important in this age of accountabilityand

tight4iligets. If you haven't developed yrouLGoal Sheets with

thi' in Mine, however, -don't panic! Later in this module you

will actually critique,your Goal Sheets tO-see.if your per-

formance indicators can be evaluated byone of the evalu4ion
j . .

methods. discussed in :this ,section.

94

6

a
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Naluation is,
not that hard!

Definition

4...7111P
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,
Why evaluate anyway? We've already alluded to i:ducational .

'accountability and-tight budgets, but there are Other_reasons.

why ecialuatiOn is an important,activity. Four major-purposeg

include:: .

4

-1. To)6scertalin whether or not established objectives

have been met.

2. 'To determine why established objectives mayor may

not have teen Met.

4 L. 1

3. To provide cost analysis data to see if a 'program is

operatingefftcitly so that itmay beimproved or

altered. , .

4. T4 assistdin developing recommendations to school°
. . : .

.

personnel,as to. the program's'need, continuation,
, ,

modification,.or expansion:

In short, an effec iveCevaluation can providethe

illammunition you may need o your program and perhaps, even

,

your from beinTeliminated when it comes time for budget

"1$.1-
trimming.

Types of evaluation i
IP .

And now to-the heart of the matter! You ,know what

evaluatiop is. Now it's time,to \dentify the basic types'of

-''eVfililition with which we Should all become fail)lar. Millers

(1974, p. 31) has ably pone thi7'for you.
e

4,
ilti

Context: This is the ,type of evayatlonqou.

Adtwithsa-needs assgisment.- Ipi s'. .

topic rwas 41scussed in. the firsediy'S

, module:. ,- * ' (

-:.

:type 1:

-

46.

,

Purpose of
ebaluation,.,

40. .

Context' .

.Evaluation



S.
.l .*

Type.

Type 3:.

3

. '

InObt:' Ths is an evaluationof guidance
< .

Methods. It refe s to the strategies

1*

e.
e

used .1/1 t -arer guidance opro9r4b,

such as:400.Inter tiohs of counselors

,teachers, administrators; paraprofes-
4.

sionaIs,-parentd, lincrt.tudents. '

4

° -

OrocesstThis focuses on methodsistktegies being.
. ;

used to help students achieve the de- ,

.sired outcomes "of the ,career guidance

.

'-.Przput Ow

Ehmluatiqn

V .

program. It ism often referrOd to' as

-monitoring, seeing if the. pr am is

being implemented as you pl 'it and

Ak t!

.

Process
ftaluation

how efficitintly the program is being-

managed.
,

Type 4: Product: This determines ttextent to which 'the

career guidance program meets,' the

establish&outcomes by meaturing the

changes in 'student behariors which have

resulted fivm their participatioh in

e

*I

yoUr career guidance ,program..

- .

In this module youwill ;focus on praeOta and'prodict

evaluation methods.' ' Later 'sections vill,pelp you moi.e..rw

,clearly distingd4Sh the differenCeS bet Ween then wo, types

of evaluatioh anti decide on 4p opriate
.

evaluation strategies.
e _

Product *

Evaluation

for your objectives. 4.

',"For the pUrposes of thit Modale, you slibulajeciigni
, .0

thatAlialuatt veers to the, assessment of all ,aspelillts of
. .

,

e

r.



your career guidance program, Individual student evaluation,

often referred to as grading, is a part of the evaluation,

.Process, since it can be used to measure the mastery level

attained by students. But individual student evaluation is only

an incidental part of product evaluation. The assessment

methods you will be designing for your entire career guidance

program will consist of both, product and process evaluations.s.

Key to effective/ ion

- The key to effective evaluation is a clear statement of
0

the objectives for your career guidance program. You have

already defined the performance indicators for each goal so

that you can identify the expected or desired outcomes to be

achieved. In other words, if a.performance indicator isn't

stated in measurable terms, then it will be hard to determine

if it is ever achieved.

Now that your goal and its performance indicators have

been. clearly defined, you have also established a level Qf

accomplishment that yoil will accept as evidence that the

desited outcome has been achieved. This is the criterion level'

for that performance indicator. Establishing the driterion

levels BEFORE you implement your Action Plan will hell) you set

up the appropriate evaluation method for your parttcular Pur

poses. REMEMBER that the criterion level you set for each -

performance 'indicator will ultimately help you decide if 'you
T

have reached a particular objective.

_The folloWing activity will .help you determine if you

have clearly stated the objectives.of your career guidance

97

97

Clearly stated
objectives- -
key to
successful
evaluation

'Clearcriterion-
. levels

a



program. Each teamshould analyze each Goal Sheet using the

form, "Key to Effective Evaluation.

If you have trouble With this acivity,you should review

your goals and performance indicators. If you cannot cl ,parly

define the criterion level for determining whether or nbt the

performance indicator is-achieved, then you will not be able

to evaluate your career guidince program effectively.

Once this activity has beeh accomplished, 4 will be

ready *o learn about the components.of a comprehensive

valuation model.



KEY TO EFFECTIVE EVALV4

GOAL STATEMENT NO.

;4

Are the following categories on the GoaT 4Sheet clearly stated?
p .

Perfqrarice'Indicators
(wffth Criterion Levels)

Target Group

Who Delivers-

When

If

[Yes No

Are the following categories on the Resource Utilization
stated?

Implementation Steps

Resources Available

Resources Needed

Yes

eet clearly

.

If you can answer 'yes"for each category, then you have a clear under-

standing of your objectives: Yob wtll.thewbe able to decide on what type

of evaluation (process or product) you should use.

99
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A comprehensive evaluation model

`Let's pause for a moment to see where we arein this'

,

assault on evaluation. Recall that evaluation is an essential,

ongoing part of your'career guidance prograth which has to be

dealt with'from the very beginning. However, we don't want you

to,feeT as if you have to set up all your evaluative Criteria

And measurement instruments right this mintite.

What we do 'want you to achieve is a familiarity with the

evaluation. process so tfiat you and the other members of your

Career guidance team *ill feelMore comfortable. hen eventually

you do establish yopr evaluation procedures.

Now let's look briefly at the components of a comprehen-,

sive evaluation model.

1. Set up an,evaluatibn subcommittee representative of

those who have 'responsibility for the career
. .

guidance program.

2; Decide on the purpose of the evaluatibn.

3. Identify the objectives to be evaluated by looking,at

the performance indicators and criterion levels that

you will accept as evidence that the desired outcome

has been achieved. .

4% Plan'theOesign for the evaluation. Decide on whether

you are doing a process and/or product evaluation.

(The next section of this 'Module will help you with

this decision.)

-5. Identify information sources.

students in your whluation.

Remember to,involve

F.

Eva/uariNen
model
..vmpertnts



6. Develop data collection instruments.*

7. Collect, analyze and interpret data.

8. Present results or evaluation to,scho61. personnel:

students and community.

v9. Use data'to make recommendations for program

revision /improvement.

This model shows you that evaluation is ad extensive Evaluation an
extenbive

process. You and the other members of your career guidance 'procesi ,
) .

team will want to make certain that your evalyation method iv .Y

follows this procedural model.

The remainder of this module will focus on: components

4 and 6 of the evaluation model, so you can begin to evaluate

your Actiod Plan.

Process/Product evaluation
A

.

Process and product evaluation have already been Aefined

for you in this module's section entitled Types of Evaluation.

Let's briefly-review what each means. Process EAC'1Ualion

refers to the evaluation of the method or strategy used itd,
Or

help students achieve the desired otcomes of your career:
lit

guidancetprogram. Product Evaluation refers to measuring'

student behavioral change'as a result of participationoln the

career guidance program.
2)

Before moving on though, let's stop for'a moment and talK
r

. . ----,

about criterion-referenced versus norm - referenced. tests. Criterion-Referenced
vs. 1

Criterion-referenced tests tell whether or not.students haite 'dorm- Referenced

met the outcomes. Norm-referenced-tests compare your students'

.
101 oi
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scores with the scores of a standardized population. _For

example, saying that a student scored at the 70th percentile

on a standardized math test only has meaning in referencelo

the student g ps who were tested when thetett norms were

established-. Sc of a criterion-referenced test describe

'the Jcinds of behavior and skills a student can demonstrate

thout comparing him/her to other students. For example,

ing thata student successfully completed 75% of the items

on a testhas meaning in itself without requiring anycom-,

par(ative measures.
V

a criterion-referenced measurement instrument is the

correct choice for doing a product evaluatidn. You will, be

gathering data which you can directly interpret on the basis

of the criterion level-you have already estabiFshed. .(You

shouldn:t interpret these statements as a.put-down of norm

referenced tests. Just realize that thesetests must match

.otirpeobjectives.for proper use. You have to make that

decision.)

'

Choosing the
right instrument

f .
a.

Product Evaluation. Let's look at an example'bf
t.

a Product,..

student goal statement to to see how Product Evaluation can be
evaluation

used. If your goal statement is that studentswill be able

to identify factors that influence decision-making, you ght

want to estaolish a performance indicator and criter on level,
.

like the following:

All ninxh-grade students will be.able to identify:!
three personal values which they will incorporate
in their career planning decision-making process.



so.
Ak
bu.wiThbe using Product Evaluation. Once youjlave

determined the type of evaluation, yoU have to decide on a

:Measurement technique or instrument. *Measure whether

In this case you are trying to measure student behavior,

students have achieved this performance level, you could use

a criterion-refereded item such as the following:

Write'three personal value statements which
affect your decision-making process:

1.

2 J°

3.

By scoring the responses you could determine what percen-

tage of students had successfully met the criterion level

which youhad establisiled. For instance, if 24 out of 25

students Were able to write three personal statements, you

IP could say that 96% of the students were successful'in reaching

1

the established criterion level for your performance indicatOr.

What we have just illustrated is a minimum or basic.

criterion level where your expectation is that all or nearly

..all participants wi l l be ,able to reach a:certain-level of

performance if your instructional program is working effec-.

tively. A very large percentage, if not,aT1,.students in.your

program should be able to reach thiebasiClevel of perfor-

mance.

You may also, however, wish to establish an opt/Mum

level which would reflect the performance level of a rela-,.

tively small percentage of the more advanced students, such

as 25% of the.participants. By usingan optimum criterion

level in addition to the basic'criterion level youhrould be'

.1'03 1U3
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able to idOntify not only what all students were able to

achieve, but also how many students could demonstrate anh

advanced level of adhievement. To measure the optimum level

of performance you could ise the following criterion-

referenced item:

Write as many,additional personal value state-
ments as you can which affect your decision-

, making process:

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

A dual criterion level approach such as the one just

described can be useful in indicating both a basic level of

accomplishment as well as possible upper levels of achievement.

Process Evaluation. Now let's look at an example of a

staff goal statement to see how Process Evaluation can be

used. If your goal'statement is that staff members will in

fuse career guidance material into the classroom curriculum;
4t.

4

you might want to establish a performance indicator and

criterion level like the following:

Two counselors and three teachers will present
an infusion model at a.staff meeting by
December 15, 1978.

In this case you are trying to monitor whether or not
a

this steategy.for developing a method to infuse-career

Widance materials has been accomplished, glIODA will be

using Proces. Evaluation. An appropriate instrument to use

I

Process evaluation
A

for this 'type of evaluation is a simple checklist. For , 'Checkliet"

example, the instrument could contain this item:

104
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Two counielorSond three
teachers presefted an
infusion model' at a staff .

meeting by OeCember 15, 1978-

4Yes
No

If the performance indicitots are clearly identified, then .

it is relatively simple.to form clear' statements which can

be answered in terms of "Yes" or "No."

You will find a list below of measurement techniques

that you can use in your evaluation method. You will have td

decide which instrument or combinationsof instruments will :---

measure your objective best.- But, if you have clearly stated

your performance indicators and criterion levels, it will be

much easier to set up your evaluation strategy. ,111

Possible Measurement Instruments/Techniques

Paper aril Pencil Instruments

Criterion...Referenced Tests

Norm-Referenced Tests
Questionnaires.
Attitude Surveys
Rating Scales
Checklists
ReCords'

Measurement Techniques

Behavioral Observation
'Critical Incidents
Interviews

Can be used before
and/or after a pro-
gram to assess
behavior change OR
to monitor program's
progress

105
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testate the definitions of Product and Process

Evaluatiori before takin? the next step:

Product Evaluation: measure's changes in 'student 0-
behavior to determi the extent
tch whibh the career guidance
program meets the established
ou-tcomes.

Process Evaldation: .evaluates methods /strategies
being used to help students
achieve desired outcomes.
monitors the career guiLlc6
program in rifle ofLimplemen-

P tation and fyiciency.

Now that you are into the ram/ led air of this module,

yqu are ready for the Post-assess ent.

Post- assessment

You are-about to make that final assault on the process

of evaluation where you wiil apply what you have learned toLi v

your-newly developed program:-When you have completed this

activity, you will have reached the pinnacle of the evaluation

process. So, don't give up now--you only have a short_

distance to go: . ,

In the Post assessment activity, you will be completing

the Evaluation/Sheet for the Goal %let you used in the

Key to Effective Evaluation activity in this module

Step 1: Fill in the Goal Statement number and Performance

It 4
Indicator number at the top of the sheet.

Sep 2: Identify the type of evaluation needed to assess

/ your Performance Indicator. (Refer to the

definitions of process and product evaluation

// if necessary.) Write the appropriate type of
./

.

/ -
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eVal nation under the. heading, "Type: Process

elect an. evaluation instrument or technique

m the Fos'sible Measurement Initruments/

es--chart. _Write_the_name of the

nstrunint/technique you have 'selected under the

heading,,"Tnstryment/Technique."

Make uh a sample' item for your instrument/

technique. Write this 'under the headihg,,

"Sampl e Evaluation Item."

V -6.
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No,

d.
EVALUATION

GOALSTATEMENT NO.

Performance Indicator No.

-Type: Procese or Product

3

.InstriStent/Technique

108
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You and-the other members of your career guidance team

will need to complete this activity for each of your-goals
,

.

and their respective performance indicators. Remember that

an effective evaluation procedure may mean the ultimate sur-

vivat.o0our.Career.guidance Program.. It takes time to

evaluate, but you now have the skills necessary to accomplish
I

this, task.

4

*ar
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APPENDZ( A: EVALUATION CHECKLIST

This checklist is provided as a guideline to help you determine

the quality,of your evaluatioin strategy.

,

1) Was the evaluation method part of the
development of the career. guidance
program rather than a "tacked-on"
activity?

Does the evaluation monitor the progres's
and efficiency of the career guidance
program?

3) Does the evaluation*measure the extent
to which the established outcomes are
met by measuring changes in student
behaviors?

Is the evaluation method carefully
planned to avoid duplication of effort?

5) Are the measurement instruments/techniques
selected to provide the necessary data
required?

Is the evaluation process used to
.

establish staff development/in-service
education programs?

Yes

i

If you have answered "no" to any of these questions, you should

carefully e amine -whY and be able to justify that decision.

"1 du

No_



9PENDIX B: GLOSSARY

,

t,

refers to the.eialuition done, whin a

needs assessment is performed.

crtitierion-Agfarencel *Sure the Skills and behaviors students

have learned; determine whether or not

. students haye met established outcomes.

means the process of identifying,

collecting, analyzing, and interpreting

.iNormatiOn so that decisions can be made.

Input Evaluation: refers to the evaluation of strategies

and interventions of guidance methods

which are done by counselors, teaChers,.

adiinistrators, piraprofessionals,

.'Norm- Referenced Teats:

Process Evaluation:

..

Product, Eviituatiore:

parents,and:Students

refers'to standarized tests which have

comparative norms

evaluate methods/ strategies being used to,

help students achieve deiired outcomes;.

refers to monitoring the careerAuidanCe,

program interms of implementation and

efficiency.

deteryNnes the extent'to whisk -careei'--,

Pluidance programoMeets the established
. ,

outcomes by. measuring changes in student

behavior;'
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'OVERCOMING BARRIERS - -GOAL

- I

This sect4ois of the program is 'designed to help you identif9,;.:

analyze, and react to the forces promoting and.hindering the imPlementa-
.041

lion of yoUr career guidance goals and objectives and/Or,ActionPlan

during the school year.' By pinpointing these forces you will be able to

plan effective strategies and,tactics to deal, with forces that act as

barriers to achieving the desired outcomes'of your Action Plan.

OBJECTIVES

.

When you have compleied this pbrtion, you will be abbe to:
.

1. Identify specific forces in yodr organization promoting or-

hindering career guidance practices and/or your Action Plan.

Select specific 'deterrents to career guidance, practices and/or

your Action Plan which 'you can effectively red4e.in the immediate future.

3. Identify practical strategies tcroverdpipb barriers "back home"

which will hinder the ijmplementation of your*tion Plan.'

-

OUTLINE
- .

1. Hitting a home run

2. A guide foF'overcoming barriers

3. Pinpointing barriers (includes worksheet)

4. Prioritizing barriers (includes worksheet)

5. Strategies and tactics for overcoming barriers (Inc udes worksheet)



ILITAT.HG A-HOME RUN

Baseball is' a sport most of us know pout. It's soMething,

we played as youngsters; perhaps in high:ichbol or college:
t- I

147read about baseball in "Sports Illustrated," hear games onI
the radio, see them on T.V., and have our own ideas about the

. BIRD.

11, ,the BIRD has-more t4n* athletic skills; he's a

hatural.entertaindr,, a rear,c1pwn on the mound. Yet, "he did
.

not becolie a success avernight-7he had to tackle a lot of

barriers before he achieved his fame.

4,
AS the BIRD became successful by constantly working to

G.,

improve his own skills and elitinate ineffective behaviors,

so one becomes successful by critiquing-his/her strengths and

weaknesses. 'But this is not enough. No assessment of an,

r individual has meaning witt?Consideration of the forces

that exist within and outside ,of the person., We do not live

to an isolated environment, but within spheres of real people;

real thingA, and real events which restrict, deter, enhance,

or promote our own.goals and objectives. The same kinds of
k

4
"t

forces have impact on the goals and objectives of your team- -

in this case, the Spearhead Career GUidancd Team which will
, -

implement the Action Plan that you are developing.

The BIRD's success is not his alone. It depends upon

the. Detroit Tigersworking constructively together as a team

to beat the opponent. To do this every. member of the baseball
.1

team knows what he can do best, and realizes that h must

116
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constantly p.actice to keep his'skillS sharp. He is, always

ready to learn new wayi to enhance his performanree.' ,He also

knows what his opponents can do, and is fully 4ware.of their

strengths and .weakResses and the barriers they represent to
tA. /

his own success.

It'is within this framework that we would like you to

examine those barriers back home which might impede the imple-

mentation Of yourcareer guidance programs and, more specifi-

cally, your Action Plan.
ik

'Please examine A Guide for Overcoming Barriers on pages

118 and 119.

The Guide highlights a number of points for you to con-

side r:

1. Barriers often exist for legitimate reasons.

2. School pbrsonnel other than those directly involved

in guidance services can be very effective in helping

you implement your plan.

3. Implementing a program and overcoming barriers to an

Action Plan works best when team members have

specific roizs and functions based on their strengths

and weaknesses.

----;AP

II/
I

Assessing barriers
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A GUIDE__F___O-R-

Jim: Newly hired counselor

Ma6: Chairperson of the English Department

-

Barrier Rationale
For Barrier

.-,_

Plan of Action

In genei.al the. staff
at Highland School
believe there is no
jotification for
student field trips
to the business-
industry community.

ti

'..T

-,k, .

Field trips take
students away from
structure in the
classroom.

.

Devise a method by which field trips
are structured learning experiences..

.

°-

,

Si

-

Field trips are not
carefully planned
and, organized.

.

/

Coordinate field tripactivities with
those staff members affected by the ',

trips. . .

k

,.

.

I.

At least two staff
members state that
field trips have no
bearing on helping
students to learn.

,

Devise a mea by which student field
trip experiences can be related to .

academia.

." .

.

118'_
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OVERCOMING BARRIERS

s

Person
Regponsible

Spec
Of Imp

fic Steps
emehtation

- Time
Line -

. Anticipated.
Outcomes,

..,
.

.

Meets with other members of % , By the end Counseling staff

Jim . counseling staff and develops a .

Field Trip Questionnaire (FTQ)
of:

,e,

start to communicate
more effectively with

; which students' must complete. 10-79 each other:

At a general faculty meeting the-
4

-,

. .

Greater.communication
Jim reasons for the development of the '10-79 exists between the

FTQ are explained.

.

,

entire school staff'
and the counseling
staff.

-
'

4Meets with Mary since English . The English staff
Classes are usually affected and the counseling

Jim by field trips. Together they staff establish
work out a system whereby 10-79 greater rapport.

.

English teachers have a two-
week notice of an anticipated
field trip.

.
,

.

,

Develops a format that students Engliih staff views
are to follow in writing up their 'field trips

Mary field trips. These reportt 11-79 . positively.
l

becoMe a requirement of 9th
grade English classes'. Staff
members see merit in the approach.

Calls a special meeting of the

,

_English staff
English department in which it is justifies FTQ

Mary determined that FTQ's will be 12-79 requirement.
gtaded and required assignments
in English classes. .

/ .

11U
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HPINPOZWING BARRIERS

The following forces in my organizational setting'I would consMier

to be.deterrent forces or barriers in meeting the goals and objectives

of our Action Plan for next year and/or more effective' career guidance

policies, practices,.and implementation strategies. (Briefly describe

each of these deterrent forcet in the spaces to the right of the letters.)

F

H

A,

120



birections For The

PRIORITIZING BARRIERS WORKSHEET -

Each team member is to share information from his/,her

"Pinpointing .Barriers Worksheet".with other team members.

Using consensus techPiqUes teams then rank order-the barriers

on the "Prioritizing.Barrier Worksheet.," For example., the

barrier you list first would:be the most critical barrier in

reipeet to your .team'srAction ,Plan. List only Vose barriers

.members of your group believe they can respond to effectively

and as a result lessen or reclime in the future. One person

on the team should act as,:*a recorder for this exercise..

121





M1r ,

rctions For The
fi

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS FOR. oPoccorio BARRIElp WORKSHEET

Team members are to work ,on the *'Strategies and Tactics
. . ,

for Overcoming Barriers Wor4heeti7 tOgettler'.' On the,worksheet,

'w'rite one the bairieri your team has. dentified on your
4 .

"Pi4eritizing Barriers -Worksheet:" ,Then,'eaCh team will, work

together to determine the speOfic steps you would take to
,

'el fMi4ie-ot. IesSen the impacAf the barrier"on implementation

of Per A tion Plan. Use one worksheet foreach barrier.

1 On. the' back oAch worksheet list -the outcomes you anticipate

.

would occur as a .relet of cai.r3iing;out -your plan of action.
. .

ro

41
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STRATEGIES AND TACTICS iOR OVERCOMING
BARRIERS WORKSHEET

A

inn hack: side Of this' sheet, state anticipated outcome' from your plan of action,

124
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:

ANZIO ARANO WORK FOR'..YOU-4QAL

seCtiOP'ef. he program is designed o ass-W4eeer guidance
, ,. .

versOhnetHto develop a pos*ve,peilpec*e toWeeds*Olge.8400 improve

the wirietti their career guidance ACtion 'Mart biAPPlitng change

concepts .tb: its NopleMente#On within theft school.systems.

s,

When you complete this Poirtion you-will. be able to:.

Identify your personal attitudes toward the change process.

Utiliie characteristics of, the change agent,reletionship in pro-
,

moting career guidance implementation strategies.

3. Apply speCific changefOent tactics to assist in the adoption `of *.

a career guidance action plan.

°Wht:miye iappei

Perspectives- On ellapae Vtitent

What does your score,meanTe,--

The new you
.

, .

5. My name is aV I am- a change agent at .

6. YoUr role:with the super new ingredient "change agent"
.

7. Establishing change agent relationships

Change agent-tharacteetttics
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MAKING CHANGE .WORX FOR YOU

What makes change happen?
.', 7,

. ,, .

Fewoof us have thought seriously aboutlwchange occurs,
: .- I t. ) 1

how program and organizations change, how we-ourselves are able
1

to char our behavior or-our ways of doing things. MOst Of us,

when we think about chang_e,think.of_what:_needs...tobe-changed..

not of.how the change can occur. Both are important. But in

Ar. thinking and Planning we are freque tly frustrated in
t

dealing with.the what to do because we la onfidence in our

ability to cif:3.ft. Consider the,followinequotes:,
,

7 1

"I stopped reading about innovations in careers a
long tilekago=74 already have far more ideas than
'I'll ever be%a le ta.,put into practice." ,

"Who needs new ideas/ I can't do half. the things
I want to do no ."

"Don't talk to:nie about planning new programs.
No matter howf goOd the plamis, it probably Won't
ev ?r get off theground."...'-'

papsaps you have'experienced some of these same frustra,-

lat Makes change
happen

,
tions. If you are bike most people, even though you have

some ideas about how'change occurs, you haven't ever really

organized your thoughts about change. Although we all agree

that change.will did does occur, we'dfffer as to how it occurs

and in our notions'aboUt who is responsible. As a Spearhead

ream you will be making plans for helping your school to

develop and/or change its career guidance Program. How
ook

successfavour'team will be depends, in part, upon how you

o
have deVised your approach to change. As spearheaders, you

need to. get Tftogether:.

Sorting out your
thoughts about
change



Tohelp yliou sort out your thoughts on change, we have

devised a Perspectives on Change Inventory. ( 'ye really got:

class here; we hope you'veAoticed.1 You shoul respond with
Cs 4

yodr basic feelings about the change-process in responding to

the Inventory. This isn't a test. It%s a way of helping you

to examine your feelings about change and to develop a strategy

to make change work for you.

6

r

0i

A.

I

e
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Perspectives on Chanqe'Inventory

b
4

Directions: wReacreach statement and decide wh(ther you generally agree (A).
I

,, . . .

pr disagree (D). Place a check beside your choice on the line before each

statement. Your facilitator wi 1\ tell you how to interpret your scores.

1. A person can accomplish more doing things by him/herself than

by involving others.

A, D 2. Involvingyeople with ,diverse backgrounds in a project has

great potential fpr helping it to be successful.

A D. 3. A person Working inside a program is usually in a better `

position to change that program than- someone working outside

the program.

A D '4. Really important program decisions should be the responsibility

of the director or top administrator. 4,

4A 1D 5. Almost anyone can acqufre the skills and attitudes necessary

to get,people to work welT.together.

Realistically, unless a person holds aAdministrative po'si'tion,
-

it is unlikely that(she/he can do much to change the program of

which she/h41is a member.,

A D 7. The acceptance of a'proposed idea or activity is directly

related how emphatic. the change agent is about having the

charige adopted.,

D - 8. Working for group consensus is to be preferred over majority

rule as a way of makiltg- decisio s. .

A D 9. Individuals should stick pretty much to what they were hired

for and ,leave questions about changes to the administrators.

A D 10. Establishing a group climate where differences/confliCt are

freely expressed improves the likelihood that change can. bee

. accomplished.
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Scoring Sheet .

Directi hs: Give yourself one point fbr.eachof your answers.which

correspon th the keyed answer. Total possible scorez00.
e

12,1

B.

X" ;

/3. A .

/ 4. D

/ 5. A

6. D

7. D

8. A

9. D

10. A,

tr



What does your score mean?.

Perhaps responding to those statements was perplexing,

even irritating, 'Does olp of theses4tements reflect how You

felt?. "There isn't one answer." *-1!I agree both ways." "It'slb

a matter of degree." "It depends on the situation." All

these responses are appropriate. It isn t,ur intention to

make a_diagnostic judgment or to-classify anyape. What we are

interested in is helping you to identify your basic perspective

towards change--is change,sOmething yOu, the individual have

an important role in, or Is change the responsibility only of

those in leadership positions?

On thiC Inventory, a high score is-indicative of the

belief that the individual can be 'a personal" force for change,

irrespective of administrative responsibilities. A low score
s

it indicativeofthe belief that the'responsibility for change

is reserved fora select few within any system.

f, o
You will dbw have the opportunity to distuss your per-

'

NA

s*tive onthange with other members of your team.? Your

facilitator will provide you with specific instructions. In

your discUssion we suggest you focue on the following questions:

1. What are the-consequences if- only .a few people in a

system adopt interest 'in and responsibility for change?

2. What would a-system be like where many people were

"turned on" to becoming force4 for change?

3 Can your system be ,a "turned on" system? Why? How?

131
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The new you

Persont actively involved in tareeripuidance program de,

velopment indicate_that they typically need ,to copePwith three

major tasks. Thd first is developing a definition of their

:4101e which includes respontlibility for change; the second is

assisting others, particularly deCision-Makers and administra-

tors, to perceive them as change agents; and the third is

acquiring specific change agent skills. In the last,sectryn

ofthit mOdule, "The bugles are blowing,":we will be dealing

,,!'vriihchange agent skills--specific tactics that you can use in!

your career guidance Action Plan. In. thit section you Will

have .a chance to consider the implicationt of. your assuming I

f

greater responsibility for change.-

My name is ... and I am a change igent at

In working to assist in career guidance programming_in

your school, you will be adding new 'respontibillties for change tr

1

to your present role. Sound rather, neat? Most persons who row rolefor you

s.

:Three tasks 'for .

yoj

CD.

have become so involved report that it is a compelling and .

engrossing experience. You are where the action' is. What you

are doing makes'a difference. It is important, however, that
. ,

you clarify for both yourself and others what Your-enhanced

responsibilities are, and what they mean for you and those
w ,

with whom you will be working. You know the saying, "Zebras

can't change their stripes." Well, you are adding some stripes,

and yoU ha better be ready to explain to others the New You.

-----
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Your role with the super new dient of'"change agent"

In 'considering your new role it'may help you to reflect'

upon the,disadiantages that Mfg t accrue to working within..

your system to bring about change--what some call being an

"internal change Cogent." Most situations, after all, have

tiade-offs. So let's begin with some of the less positive ,

aspects of your new position., -

.o

First, you may. be so close to the situation (the school,. Possible
negative effects

staff, students, parents, you? loVer,_ etc.) that you: don't have

a balanced view You may lack perspective. Second,: you may

take on the new role withoirt ever really redefining your role

or having the administrative support, to carry it out

if may be just another add-on, something more for you to .do

bUt no time allowed to du', it. And fourth,.you may hav the

title Change Agent Supreme without the practical skil and

11,5nOw, to make'lt wcirk., yOu see,. pong. e. change; agent

shot: allNpeaches and cream -yoo, could tflub up badlif. not if

we can help it.

Now for the good part. As an insider you: (a) 'khow tie

system likethe back of your band; (b) 'know What will work: and
$-

what won.'-t;- (c) know the impoitant, needed changes In your

career guidance brogram and are prepared to work. for them;

and (d).can communicate with 'Others because you know them

and can swap stories and hairy tales with the best of them.

.Right: , ''
. if

On examination the good. probably outweigh& the bad.
.

Possible

positive effects



--Establishing-change agent relationships

YOur.roli"and effectiveness as'a change agent will be

claterminedinlarge measure by.the,type of relatignships::yoU

:

.

forM'with other Silearhead Teammembers and with Staff.in your

system.. This subject his been the object-of 'Considerable study
. .

____:and_o;esearch,-and_out_of.thii_has-grown a consensusts- to what

are the. characteristics of an ideal chahge agept relationship:

The following nine characteristics represent the 'results of
-

these studies.

71,

R.

S.

I;

's

Ideal change agent
relationship

.



Reciprocity:

A
Opinness:

/

both parties should be. able to give

and take fre6ly of ideas and
\

suggestions

'No

willingness tq°be open to new ideas

and approaches 4

Realistic Expectationt: establishing realistic exPectations

as to what can be accomplished at the

onset'oft the relationship

Expectations .1prr Reward: assisting the client to see- the

Strticture:

,

. possilple rewards that can occur

establishing a goaf-directed relation-

Equal Po vier:

ship with afined roles. and' working-
.,

procedures

Minimum Threat:

Confrontation of
Differences:

redut ing. di sproporti onate poiger among

the parties to minimize the impor-.

tance of pover in .the decateion making

working to reduce 'anxiety and threat
-

about potential changes .'

open discussion of differing vVew-

: points and feelings

Involvement'of
All RelOant Oarties: relating to and involving all people

s

likely to be involved, in the change

4

These items were adopted from ilayelocAsot R. The
change aq is guide, to innovation in education. Englewood

Jersey : Educational Techno.logy PA/cations, 1973.
. .
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Change agent-characteristics

Knowing what are theffislphle change agent characteris-

'tics is, of !course, NaluabliOnt what is important is whether

you and your team members can apply them to the 'implementation

.- of your career guidance Aclon Plan. Knowing is good, but

using is super:,

Forthe next activity you will work in your teams.' Each

team member is to choose one or more change agent characteris-

t' and study it (them) to see'how it (they) n be used to

the implementation of the career guidance Action
4

Plan:. You will then share your utilization ideas with other.

team members arrd incorporate your suggestions into your plans.

The bugles are blowing
0 ? .

to change can be likened to

talk about, but don't do

Eave the desire, but you don't

the necessary change agent skills. So, rather than rush
. . .

headlong into ignorance and confusion, you wait for someone

else to take the initiative: And you sit back passively and ,

\ Wait. This section is intended to change that situation.
,-)

(Notice how we stay in there with chlle!) We intend here to

provide you witha number of tactics and behaviors used

successfully by change agents for over--well, we don't want

The response of many people

the weather--it is something you

anything about Frequently you

to_get carried away with our own the

that, used judiciously; the following

help to youijn making changeoccur;

ric. Simply, we believe

tactics can' be of real

4.

2'he "rook" of a
change agent

Forward! %ctidn!

'I



DisbusS each. of'the tactics with your team members. Your
, ,

task will be to adopt two of the tactics for use in your Action

Plan. Be precise! Indicate how and when you will use the tac-

tics you have chosen. Hopefully (we really mean'to say, "You

will be, able to ..:.," but modesty becomes us) you will develop

a repertoire of both tactics and applications which your

Spearhead Team can immedi tely use. The stakes are high,

excitement permeates the ir, the bugles are blowing:-so, gen-

tlepersons, join with your team and may the best teammin the

coveted triple-crown of imagination, innovation, ,and invention.

You're off!!

Tactics

The.f011owing'approaches/procedures can be-used:indi-

vidually or combined into a general plan. They are not an

overall strategy, but, rather,'specific behaviors which cap
_

be used whenever angwhereVer they seem appropriate'to

internal change agents.

1. Highlighting the need for, change. One of the most

important and least frequently emphasized tactics is for

' change agents to sensitize a system to the need for change.

Unless there is a generalized readiness to develop new, or

reconsider existing, goals and procedures, a change effort

may well be futile. Change teams may 6vOte a major part of

their initial effort 'to helping a system look at itself and

review where it is and where it wants to be. Some actions

that may be taken are: (a) having people share images'of

Highlighting the
need



what things could be' like; (b) Introducing data 41,n the o era-

tiOn of the system (surveys of opinions and feelings, etc.);

(c) holding meetings to check out how people feel about the

need, to learn i .there is a shored feeling about the need
.

for change; and (d) offering alternative models to the preseht

system for review nd discussion.

2. Us knowled e s ower. To change or not to thange is Using knowledge

frequehtly deeided by who has the most knowledge power, i.e.,

.the person most informed on the issue. In particular, the

use of a national information system such as ERIC arms the

chahge agent with relevant, current project and practice

rdata regarding what has been tried under what conditions.

. 4
and with what outcomes. Systematically undertaking a search

' of an area or topic provides excellent documentation that a

Proble exists and also suggests ways ofresponding to it.

3. Zero=based piloting. The adroit change agent is

sensitive to the natural suspicions that people have tb

try -outs. It is a commonsuspicion that once introduced,

a practice is never dropped. The change agent makes clear

power

Zero-based piloting

that the trial adoption of a new practice is time-limited

and experimental. In particular, a zero-based adoption

strate is used--at the end of the planned-for life of the

innovat n, it is automatically discontinued. ,A debriefing

session held to review the history and outcomes of the

innovatio if it is favorably reviewed,,it is given a 'ew

life."1 -based piloti4encourioe* trials and experimen-
621,

tatiod.\3 llowsinnovations to prove. themselves or be dropped.



.

4. Low orallinq--soreadinq the rewards. In many

situations, people's response'lo a new idea is directed as

-much to thg,person(s) introducing the idea as to the idea

itself. While that may be to the advantage of,the change

agent, it may also lead to jealousy and resentment toward the

change agent and hinder the adoption of ideas. Many are the

ideas that have been rejected because of a desire to'deny

credit to the change agent for their development:

Particularly in volatile sittYa ions, it may be wise for

the change agent to divest her/himself of identification with

the innovation. .y b= far more diplomatic, and far more

effective, to give nominal credit to a high influential or

decision-maker for the innovation. If someone else is more

closely associated with the development of an innovation, the

Spreading the
rewards

change agent may also be in a better...position to work for i,ts

,adoption.

5. Knowing when to act. "There is aright time for Timing

everything" is an adageeto.which we should -give particular

heed. 'Knowing wheriito intervene, to propose an innovation,

is'f.equently a$ important to the outcome as the quality of

the innovation 'itself.' No one can prescrifte with any cer-.

tainty what are the best times to intervene- -both crisis and

tranquil periods can offer favorable opportunities, given

that-other factors are appropriate. The crucial point is

for the change agent to give careful attention to studying

both the system and key influentials within the system in

deciding when it is time to act. AsTsring the'system's

current needs, examining the attitudes of key influentials,

.



and reviewing other competing demands and interests are

minimum requisite steps. And, of course, the patience to Act

only when you determinit is right, and to take on only as

much as needed, are critical timing'factors.

6. Knowing which forces to respond to. Any goal or

objective evokes both supporting and restraining forces.

When faced with the choice of whether,to emphasize the

supporting forces or respond to the restraining s, there

is a natural tendency to)ush harder for the "why we should

do something and ignore the "why nots." Unfortunately,

what often happends is that as you increase the support, you

also escalate the restraints. "the result is a head-to-head

impasse. A more adroit approach is to let the el porting

forces stand, and concentrate on identifying and coping with.

the restraining forces. If the change agent is able to reduce

or eliminate the restraining forces (the why nots), the

supporting forces (the' whys) will press for adoption and

assist the change agent in reaching the goal. Sometimes

forceful is foolish and coping is copaCetic:(

ASuMany

Though we may not fully understand-it, crange is

sometning.that we all experience. -Perhaps we understand

even less well that we can be an active force for change in

the systems :n which we work. At a time when institutional

credibility -and leadership are often questioned, it seems

particularly critical that we regard change as too important

to leave to lust a select few. Career guidance, if it, is to

I

Pinpointing responses__

4;
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be effective, requires the p4rticipation of all school staff.

'You, regardless of your position, can acquire the skills to be
ti

an effective change agenl,.and can be the dynamic force behind

makingVhange happen.

I



CONCLUSION

You should now to well on your way to developing an.Actiop

Plan which will hflp you design and implement a career guAiance

program that will net the needs of those you serve in your

back-home setting.

Before leaving this session,_ however, you shodld re- assess

your Consensus-Seeking Behaviors Rating Scale both individually

and as a team, just as you did earlier in the workshop experi-

ence. Complete the Post- workshop 4olumn on those two-sheets

and-discuss any changes with ydur team Members.

As you continue to develop your career gdidance program,

keep in mind that many,programs are often successful because

they are based on the combiged efforts of all team members

and a systematic plan of follow-up. You now have the skills

necessary to increase your program's chances for success.

Good luck--keep at it!
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NOTES FOR THE WORKSHOP FACILITATOR'

Ieufltile is-crucial to' the success of the workShop. YOu.are

'TesoOnsAle for setting:the tone at:the Very:bedinning,keeping-things

moving atin.appropriate.pade, sensing when'paiticipa0t,4:are:ready for

4:brei.k" adaPtintMateria1491Mes.to participants` needti-Or9Viding
. .

.'transitiOnlietWeen,actiVitieL leading distuStiont,'andantwering

questions that maY.ariseabout content or processes. )1ey to .a
_.. "

.

succeWU1 workshop is, preparation.' You needet0Aie totally familiar

with., the'Content, the materials, and the flow of the activities -in the

module..? Your. confidence:and'Serenity will cOMmuniOatet0'participants,
. .

and give
Q
them a sense of seOrft.P74feeling'that You.knVhat you're

4 I
doing and they"re'in.gooChands*'.

,

The following are a tewsuggestions that may:be'qf help to you as
r r

you plan.for this workshop.

Before the Workshop:

1. ,Study the module and this Guide thoroughly. Note'how.sessions

fit together and build on each other. Read the 1ontent of each session

in the modUle itself. Become familiar with the main points.

2. Prepare any materials needed ahead ofytime. Each portion of

this Guide has a section describing what will be needed in that session.

You also may decide to use name tags, registration forms, etc.
46 V

'3. Decide if yciu. want regTstration forms and, you do, how
,. t

these will'be haidted.

Hive-plentkof blank paper, newsprint, felt , aneasel,



c.

'a blackboard, chalk and eraser, and a module copy for each participant.

5. Check the room arrangement. There should be one table and

enough chairs for each team:, People will .need rdom for their materials.

.

Thdre should be enough.spaCe betwfen tables for teams to work together

without bothering or being bothered by Ethers.

_B. !Check with the hosts on the heat oriir-conditioning and the

lighting:

7. Meet with other members of the facilitation team to clarify

who is responsible for what, and make final plans for running the

workshop.

8. Decide how handle the coffee breaks, lunch, etc.'

At the Workshop:

1. Arrive ahead of the scheduled time to begin. Organize your

materials; check the room arrangement, see abotit ash trays, check the

lights and temperature, make any last minute adjustments that may be

needed.\And allow some time to compose yourself before participints

arrive. ) /

2.. Greet early participants aatthey arrive. This may become

impossible w+ the group becomes liver,,but it. begins the setting of

a friendly-and informal tone.

3. Start on time if at all possible, and stick to the schedule.

4. Keep the tone light and informal, but business =like. You will

'want` to convey a sense of relaxation and warmth, along with the feeling

that the work to be done is s.erious and highly ',portant to their

career .guidance ,program development.



5. Maintain a feeling of urgency, but not a hassled kind of

pressure. Keep things moving so that participants will be alert and

motivated.

6. Be enthusiastic. Your excitement will set a model,for others.

7, In discussions

Try to make each person

8. Do some proles;
y

are go/Ng, keep partfCc

time, etc.

honor the dontributions of each participantl%

eel important to the group.

checking from time to tim7,0 Ask how things

nts aware of time limits, Warn them ahead of

9. Have fun. Relax: Enjoy. Trust, the grodp. You're helping

them to do what they want to do andneed to do.
1

4



ToMV time:

ld

GETTING STARTED

Welcome the particiPants to Ithe :iorkshop.

Introduce you*lf and your facilitation team members to the

group. Tell something, of your background and describe your role
L

in the Workshop, .

1

Answer any queitions that.maY arise.,

acquainted activiiy:

6 into the get-

11 4



GET-ACQUAINTED ACTIVITY

Total timer "Hum -Dinger"
25 min. -

Purposes: To provide a way for participants to meet each other in

small groups.

To fac litatd contact betwee
*

%embers of a large'

group in a c tmate of informality d humor.

To e plore a novel way of generating movement alcd

activity.

. To
)

set a.positive tone for the workshop,

Prepardtion:, Decide .how many groups of about five can be formed

froM the total group. Choose titles of familiar songs

("Jingle Bells," "Home on the Range," %oodliight, Ladies,".

etc.), ane foil each of the proposed groups: Write the names

of the songs on slips of paper, one sliopfor. each person.

4r
Example: If you have 28 people, you might.decideto form 6

groups: 4 groups of 5 and 2, groups of 4. This means that

you would write the names of 6 Songs on 28 slips of paper, ,5

slips ft& one song, 5 for
4.

another; etc.

.(2 Min.) 'Procedures: Introduce the activity in "any way that, is comfortable

for you: "We are conducting a talent search "We realize

how much hiddeiktalent is'in the room," "People sometimes

need help in saying' hello,"'etc.,-.
.

'Tell them that they will'be given the name of 'a' song

.,

which they are, not tooreveal to anyone. Then distribute the
, A

papers with song fitlel, one to each person. Tryto.give lor

amrh mamhar of the each 4.e.m w A440....A. ......... 4.4.4.1-



4.

At a given signal, tell them that each 'Person his to stand
3.ca I

start humMinror singing the song, and find others whp are
2

singing the tame tune. Advjie them of the, number of groups

and the

Tell theM thai when.theii group finds each Other,, they

fshould draw some chairs togeiherand'wait for further
. .

ttructions. Then tell them...to stand and begin the search for

the other group members.

When all groups have formed, tell them the following:

"Each person. in each group has two things'tosdo:
4 .

1. Introduce yourself to the others it your group, and
Ip.

2. Tell the others about some part of your career

guidance prograc.that you believe.iisa real strength.

Eachpersonthould take no more than '3'minutes to prAent

(15 min. y

(3 min:I

this information, and anyone in the group may choose to begin.&

-Men tell the groups to begin. While members are

interacting; you should.keep tabs on their,progress by walking

among them. Try to keep them moving.at the same pace, and

'advise them.of how much time4hey have left about 5 tai mites

,'before time is up. 114"

'Follow` up: When the activitift concluded persons may Kish to

share gene ki reactions in the total, group, but any

discussion should beicept very short. At this point you, move

into the Communications Activit. People should remain in
1

the same groups for this activi
#



Note:'''Igere is no reading material in the partittipants' materials

s.

.COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITY

1.

for his activity. .,, )
.

' :.,.°, .-,

Total time: puitose*: open lines of commdnicatio0 among participants,' and
'7719nn. / ...

) between4participants apd workshop facilitatjfs. 1:

To emphasize the importance of-communication and how it

(15 min.) "

(16 niih.

affects feelings and behavior:
. ,

Preparatift Wfite the f011wing questions on thelchalkboard or

newsprint...,
11 P

1... How.did you.,:beCome a member oryour teamwho gave,
..,.

you the message,
.

how was it given?. r
-^ .;

2. What were {are)' our feelings,zbout being on your team?

Were 'they' affected WthetYPe'of communication? What Othef..:7,-.
A

QUO

inflUencetaffected yourfeelinqsabout being,on. your team?

3. Nhai are yourfeelings ibout.7004vatiOn:tOWatd
, . .

.

4

this workshapZ _

PraCeCIUres": Displayupstions and ask all participants to con-

sfder the questions arhink how they, would ahiWer them. They
__

44"nat have to write hem responses Now ask that each parti-

I ant share verbally her/his- answers Wi510 other group members.
. . , $4

.

.,.. Each piton should take no longer than 3.minutes. Keep tab ont,'
.

.

thestoupss:p'rogress(by walking, among their, and fry to keep them

. .ghoul %lat the simepice. :warn them 5 minutes before time is uP.

Follow uptiAt the conclusion ,of the activity, conduct:a total group
6

discussionabout 'communication, foeused on questions li_kethe
.

;following:

.
e 4 ,



70;

POS1 tflata

positive

3:

on did not seen to produce

Or even caused negative feelings?

at CaOrilearn.frOii,this:.experiehOe?.

kite discuisiOn; have a:11.-rti,cipants return
- : , ,

their original- twins' and proceed with the Intr4oduction,



Total ,time:
15 min.

INTRODUCTIO

Explain that the introductory. ictiOties were designed to help them
e

)

get to know one ,another letter; to learn about significant strengths in

other career 9uidandi pAOIMs (wher theri. are more than, one team); and

. to7betp7t66M rdelizo Anew, 4 frail their-own:.expOriencei
the impo ria nog of

effictiVe.OommuniCation aild.4ts lingering impact ol;subsequent attitude's

and b,ehaviors. Explain'that the:), will now get into-the "meat" of the

Workihop..
v ,

Di ribtfie the participant materials. and .ask .partIcipants to read

the Introduction. Then go over the Goal'and the ObjeCtives with the
. .

participants,.
it:hati.the-objectives are outcomes that they

.

may effect toTi-ealize from haying partiCipated'.4,-(the. program.

the Day 1,Outline. Answer any questions that 'may arise.



C V

Total tithe: Purposes:
-137111r1.'

Vik*

NEEDS OSESSMENT

To review the purposes for conducting \needs assessment.

To provide models fore.cdhducting needs assessments of

-4tudehts, staff, and counselors.-e

Preparation: None.

Procedures,: Ask participants' to vJ a "Needs Assessment material,

pp. 15-18. When they have finished, emphasize for them the

important points of the reading:

1.: 1' Determination of needs is the first step implanning

a competency-based.carper guidance program. It provide4;

-I
a. a rationale,

b. a starting point,

c. a direction,

d, a basis for evaluation,
4

e. authorization to continue' or permission to stop:

.;..*

2. Data should be colleCted and analyzedin threi areas:

Program, clients, resources.

a. Program means all guidance services.

b. Clients means everyone involved in the program:

students, faculty,ladministrators, parents,

community.-
4

c. Resources means staff, facilities, materials,

money.

Needs assessment involves th commitment of everyone
.r

in the client groups;



-Pf

4.' The results of the data analysis shodld be disAmi ated

and used to prdmote change and growth.

* Explain that eery shortly theteam will be identifying

some goals for their career guidance programsJ-and this ;111

mean being able to come to Aceement or consensus as to what

the goals will be.' Often this stage can be a stumbling block

in'the team's functioning, as various team membersexhfbit

resistance or are unable to contribute in a positive way 6,

the group. Therefore, it i 'appropriate to begin this day of

teamwork with some practice n consensus-seeking.

%
-

point, move to thg next activity, "Consensus, 4

r

A

da.

a

1,

:P.

_A



t,

tONSENSOS-SEEKING' ACTIVITY
d

r..

Total time: ?urposes: To -teach effective consensus-seeking behaviors in task

groups.

To observe how needs 'assessment data can be translated into

0

ralistic goals.
, ,

.Preparation:

1.

e Apo .,
'h

Prepare' roles for the sfx role-plaYers.
A .

N
a. Print the followi g,titles in large lettees.on six,

. . .

piAeces'of.paper or cardboard:.

Principal
Guidance Director
Physical Education Teacheir
BUsiness Teacher
Counselor 1 --

Counselor '2

k. Tie string on each so thatthe role,playeri can wear

,,,the titles around thei-r .necks.

c. Write thesame titles on, six small pie f paper.

.,2. Duplicate six cppies of the

.
.(Do this only,i1 more than six peoplyare participating:in the,

workshop.)
4 r

3. Duplicate enough copies of the "Pi-ocess Observation Sheet

for all -other members of the group.= (Same qualification as in ,1o. 2.)

. Duplicat-e the scribed on p. 159 nd cut them,arart.

Have a sh nt and a' f ,available for

'each team. -

-w

*Procedures: Have the'group reaththe text on "Coniensus-seeking."

Emphasize the following _points: .

155



a. Synergyis gerenergy and means thAt the whole is

more than the sum of itsparts.

-2. Confltis unavoidable and is viewed as helpful when
,

but not necessarily dnanimity.

,

individu4ls look for commonalities in differing points of view.

3-.--Consensus mAns subitintial agreement among'members,

4. Everyone should recognize that all.of us haVe various

kinds of needs and potivatibns. Some we may try to hide from

others; some may be hidderriven from oursplves.

5. Successful group behaVior involves sensitivity to the

needs of Others and often requires compromise or subjugation

of our own needs.

10 min.)- Explain that the participants are now going to observe or

act as a tisk group at work.. Have them read the "Role-play

situation and "Background" intheimiext.

Ask for six volunteers to assume the roles. Give each of
. .*

the role payers a, role and the accomOanying Cardboard title.

Have,them leave the group to study their roles. They should nbt
.

reveal the role description to anyone.

Nowask for six volunteers to act as observers (when there
.

are extra people). Each observer will be a "shadow" to one of

the role players.' GiVe each "shadow" the title of-a role player

'and .a copy of the "Role-Play'Observation Sheet."

Tell the rest of the group that they are to be group%pr:o-

cess observers and, giv each person a cop .,of the rocess

'Observation Sheet" on which-to take notes.

After you have distributed both forms, tell the group'
,



.:the.: put e role play is twofbld:

,fective consensus-seekibg .behaviors,

6*,:to translate needs assessment, data
I

into

Ask-par

center of th

the "shadowt

rest of

play clearly.
f

eiof six ; chairn- theme.

x additional chairs.placed so that

r respective role play,s. The

o that ihey can observe the role

While they his, meet with the six role players.

Tell. thenithit: the g is to use de dataprOvided and- come

to consensus on two goals, for Nadison'S gtaldailcs program.

The more sincerely they can perfOriritheir roles, the .mori:ef-,
...i.:- . .

fective the role play ,will be.- Tell themthey.will have -15

..minutes. for the activity. AnsWer..atiy. puestiont 'they ,,may have

and, then-start the activity:.
. .

Use your judgment on tine.. If the Tole 04. is-lively,

(7 rain.)
. ..

you may wish to extend'it.

Follow up: Following the role play, conduct-adiscussion around

the following points:

1. .What behaviors .helped consensus.aseeking?

2. What behaviors iMpeded the. prOCess,.
-, . ., - .... . A , ... - , , . ..-..... .,

3. 'Who were:the influential members? HOW?..

. .
.. YOu. may, wish tk-haVe someone recor41 on newsprint the

4 _.,,. ,

ii, ..i., . ., 4 . -. -.-.- ., ,:

positive and .negative behaviors observed cn the role play. as

,

?

,Now.haie. the 'team members return.. to tbeir..tea)ms, and
..:.
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-

distribute otie "Consensus-seeking Behaviori Rati9g Scale"

to each individual and one copy of a-different color to eltalhp

team. Exolikin lie directions and have everyone complete the

.

scale.

Then have the teams discuss 'the4 individual ratings and

diomet consensus on the appropriate number for thiteam.,

,

Have t em wit the number decided upon by the tedm in the

"Surgm column of the single team copy.

Ask each team to :identify at least cle consensus - seeking.

behavior which they, as a team, wish to improve. Tell them

to star it on ,their rating scales. Diving-the two days bf the

workshop they are to practice and work on'improvi-ng this behavior.

At the end of the,Workshop,. the.teams will rate themselves again

on the behaviors to seeif improvement has occdrred:
-

Do not.allow too much time 40r this, and keep thipgs moving,

as ydu are now ready to move intothe nextaCtivit, "Goal_,

Setting."'
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ROLES FOR ROLE PLAY

Principal. You are a former coach. Essentially yotr support guidance services but.
you think it's up to the director to prove the worth-of the department and person-
nel.* Lately you have been examining the department critically. -You think the
direCtor could exhibit more leadefthip. Yqu and the P.E. teacher have Clot io
common; you-know the business teacher is highly respected in the schgol; you think
Counselor'l has "far out".ideas; you feel. closer to Counselor 2 because you sense
stability ,and know she/he will'coo0erate: ' 1

y

Guidance Director.. You know that theguidance progrim-and personnel have to
"deliver,' or perish.. You are anxious to set some realistic, highly visible
goals that_will attest to the necessity for, and effectiveness of, the guidance
program. YoU feel that the principal has been somewhat negative toward you lately
and. you want to mpfess him/her with your leadership'skills !Ad dynamism.. You
are anxious to be fair and impartial, but'you.do.want to get 'the job.done. You
are grateful to the P.E. teacher and Counselor l for volunteering and hope the
businest teacher and Counselor 2 will support you.

P.E. TeaCher. You are just starting'your teaching career and are full of ideas
and enthusiasm. You volunteered to be on this Committee because you like action
and want to see changes -made'in this doddering old school. You are impatient
with the Director and Counselor 2 because they .never seem to accomplish anything.
CounSelor 1 is more your style. You.are properly respectful of the principal and
the business teacher because of their power, but not at all intimidated. You
interrupt often and continually put forth new, sometimes bizarre, ideas. %Secretly
you want to be a. counselor--you think-yop Could-"turn around" the wholedepartment.

Business Teacher. You Are-an "inflUentiAl" at Madison. Other staff members rely
on your opinions and judgment. You believe in vocational education; after all,.
you've been teaching employability skills for years. Career. uidance is something'.
else, and you don't fully understand it or see the need for it;. You ore on this.
committee because you.were asked to be, but you're not about to be "carried away"
and emit yourself to soMe.hair-brained ideas. You feel a responsibility to all
other staff members, and you-know they,are depending on you to protect their
interests. .

'
t

Counselor 1. You volunteered to serve on,the committee because you want to see
changes made in the Guidance Departirient:' You're capable, energetic,'a "doter."
you use humor frequently and may appear not to attend to the discussion. jloweV&,
you are impatient when things move4s/Owly and really are task riented. Often
MI seek closure. prematurely kecau-se of'yoiir desire to get o with the task.,
You relate well with;everyone, although you don't have t o uch respect for your
Director and; think the principaTis too:conservative.'

Counselor 2. You'have. seen new programs come and go over the years ancifeel that
this is another idea that will blow over: You are dependable and conscientious
but rarely volunteer. YoU don't offer .ideas but'simply.try to:Clarify what your
role and responsibilities will be in any new program. You keep neattfiles and
like to administer and score. tests. You offer to be tiie recorder fo the-meetings.
You resent Counselor 1 because she/he threatens to disturb the Status quo. You'll
do what the Committee decides,. but you hope any. changes will be minimal.

- 159 160



Role-Play Situation

1 A.career guidance needs assessment conducted at Madison High School
revealed that:

1.: Students needed most help in: r.

a.'.choosing a career,
---b. knowing how the courses they were takihg related to their!

career plans,
c. making decisions.

2. Counselors needed most help in:

a. group guidance techniques,
b.. designing and maintaining a career'resource center,
c. developing career'guidance-practiCes.for special student

groups.

3. Teachers needed most help in:

. a. consulting with parents,
b. helping students acquire effective study skills,

'c. *relating their school subjects to occupations.

The principal a ointed eeftidance Directoeto be chairperson of
a committee of the pr.' cipal, counselors, and teachers to study the
assessment data and d velop some goals for next year..

.

Today is the second meeting of the committee: In its first session
the group went over the data and listed the needs for each population in
order of priority.' TOO the committee is to develop at least two goals
for the career guidance program which the whole Madison staff willsupport.

Background

Guidance is "under the gun" at Maditon because the last
Jailed and there istalk of abolishing the entire guidance pr

and issue
m.

The school board at its last meeting inquired about t- data from
the needs assessment and indicated that it wants "results." Board *ni-
ters had just returned from a seminar on competency-based education and
were-turned on to implementing these ideas and practices in Madison.

/schools.

Mixed febliegs....abdUna at' Madison over this new approach to program-
ming. The staff is not totally satisfied vith the Guidance Department
and would like to see improvement, but most of them don't want anyrsweeping
chdnges in their own functions,as a result of the needs assessment.

The guidance director was a. teacher,. hilf-time counselor and full-
time.CounselOr'fbr eight years before he/she was appointed di tor three

1
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1.

,years ago. Older- teachers on the faculty remember the director a

.teachecand have never accepted the new role.

The principal-has been at Midison for two years and 'enjoys a reputa-
tion as an enthusiastic and dedicated leader, if somewhat conservative.
jhe principal evidences no strong support for guidanh 'and is willing to go
the way the wing blows so far as retaining or terminating guidance services.

One counselor,and one teacher volunteered to be on the committee;
the Director asked another counselor and anothgr teacher to serve also.

.

I

a

1,

O

1 6.?
161.
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Role:Play- Observation Sheet

is

: 1. How active,,Was the comMittee member. whom.you observed?.

ow,committed was the member °tit) the task of the group?

How'effective was the member as a listener?

. To w at degree di'd the member seem motivated by personal concerns?
-

(

airt ipproach did the member take-1 attempting to influence the
broup?

-162
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Atmosphere

Proceis.06ierVatign Sheet

1. . To what degree were the committee members cooperating with each

- .
-other? m.

2. ..What was the feeling tone at various 'staget? .

Participation

'
'3.' Who were the high.and.low participators?

4P J

4. What was the relationship between level Of partiEipation and
the accomplishment,of tie task?

;

COmmttMent

.
S.: To what degree were members commOtted tb..a common. goal?

6.

( (4.

What motives did yod infer for each of the members?'

A.

1



:CONSENSUS7S6 XING plAvlo RATING, 6VALE
1

,,,,,
I p.,

Circle the number that, i0 your judgment; represen0 the way members on your team behave. White the rea for

:

'your,leoring in the, section labeled 'Coininet.,, Whent'you have finishedIdiscusS the scores ether, come to a roup,

judgment about the appropriate number, and plade.that number'in.the 'Score" column.

xpress tf reel y

Coment:.,

4press,

°may "

Couttnt:

listen to

eminent:

Look for commoniff:

ties in differing

points of.view

Coment:

Honor coments iof

all temvOmbers

Comment!

s y ono' pro-

cess when needed

Content

.4

Wotk toward tea

,goal *tier than

idividual (pals

Comment
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&taly

us do

ever

any or

this

Thee in a

while we do

this

.

About hag the

time we do

this

We do this

at of the ,

time ,

This is a red

,ptroigth of'

our team
,

i

hi;

workshop

SCORE

het-

workshoi

,

. r

.

.

,

.

.

)

.

.

e

o

1 .
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A

.

.

4

.
r
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.
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.
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. .

3

1
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I

1

,

1
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*
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.

l

.

.

.

d

.
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.

.

1
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Total score:

4
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Total time:"
0 177ri

!I(

04-SETTING
.

*.

a -
. .

r ses: To .haVe each" team of pArticipants"set five goals.for
A . .

(

i

their career g6dance program, developed from the needse assess-/
3

ment data, With accoMpanying rationale.

To have teams prioritize their, five goals.

Preparation: Dupitate five "Goal Sheets"- for each team.
%,

p min.)* Procedur5s:

1.

points.

r ,

Have participants read the teict: -Stress the important

a, Goals make efforts more effective..
0

b, Goals make-efforts more efficient.

c. _Goals make planning steps- easier,

d: Achieving goals inspir0*confidencor and is a

moil vating. force.

011

e. Goals encouragesplannersao identify and use
.11

resources.
F. .

2. Take time to- discuss program and staff",9oals. Partici-
.

pants may be confused about. these and have quiStione The impor-

tant Wilt is That every goal should impact po2itively.on the
...

elearnrs. ). .

c*

3. Using the exiMple .4 the text, show how the Goal Statement-

is deVeioped from the Need. Then silo how thl'Rationale-elates

the Goal Statemerit tb the Need. Answer any questions about her to

develop Goal Statements,
. - t.-

4. Ditribute five goal Sheets each team. Tell them to
. ,

leave the Goal Number blank for! t'he' dine
.

. b .;
,

I g



(1 hr.)

lb
' 44

5. Tell participants that ftis the task ,of each team\

ta identify five goals from the needs assessment data and

write one of the five goals on each of the Goal Sheets provided, 4,

Tell participants that once
J

they have identified film

goa)s to which the team iscommitted, they should also prioritize

the goals. Have them put tpe appropriate numbers in the spaces

provided,, the order of pOcority to be determined by consensus.

Remind teams of th following:.

a. The need from which eaCil goal was derived'should

-

e stated.

b. rat o ale must be clearly stated for each/goal

as to how it willimpact 'on students.

7. Te 1 particiPante thy will have approximatelYone hour

'.- for this act vity.

Follow up:. Circulate among particiPants as they are defining their

PP goals. Be available to answer questions or, clarify issues.

lihen teams fve finished with the task, ask them to tTsfer

their goal statements to newspr tfor posting around the room.

In this way, teams maintain a'f eling of cohesiveness, and have

\
a chance to satisfy their curiosity about what other teams are

,

doing and what they are,planning for their guidance program.
r

'Encourage discOssion among the'different teamsas time permits.o

C-

. 4S
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PERFORMANCE. ODICATO

-', .
,

TotOvtime: Pu pose:. To.haye each team of participants develop at least!three ,.

75 lift.-
do. . J JO

performance indicators (PI's) for each of their five. goals.
,

(15 min.)

p

<

Preparation: None.

Procedures:

1. Have participants read the text. Emphasiz7 with them

,the following points:

a. PI's represent behavior clients will display as a'

result of experiencing the program.
A

b. PI's ate statements of what clients can do as a

f) result of the program.

c. PI's deal with' behaviors, and teams should make

sure that their PI's are stated in measurable, terms.

d. Criterion levels must be stated clearly for each PI,'

2 ...'Show the performance indicatorS.developed for the goal.
,

in the exathideT;Om the/previous session. This will be further

preparation for the activity in the next step.

3: On the blackboard or .newsprintr using a goal developed

by one of the teams, work with the total .group to develop at

least threperformance indicators. Have group members develop

ap4apriatePI,4s. Doing this activity as total group will
A.Y

j*ovide a clear example for. participants and will forestall manye'

questions.

4. Tell the teams that they are to develop at least three

PI's for each goal. They should write them.on theil. Goal Sheets. -

y in the space provided.

\



. 5. Teri them they will have

this activity.

5: Answer any que\tions and then tell the teams to begin.

Circulate amongthem to answer individual questions and monitor

alp ima ely one hout. for_

their progress..

o .



DESIGNING THE PROGRAM: MY ROLE

Total time: Purposes; have participants lete the "Who Delivers?" por-
5 min.

,
minor responsibilAties, in facilitating the 4)1'0.,

,To have each participant determine the role he/she will

petonn in implementing the Action Plan.

To have participants assess the effects that possible

changes in roles will have on their present, rbles and responsi-
?

4

tion of the Goal Sheets.

To have participants detennine\tho will *have major or

bilities: t

Preparation:, Be sure to.have copips Of page 43, "Ideas Generated from

the biscussion",",aVailable fOr each particip'A: ^

Procedures: Have ,participantt read the text.

Explain that this activity it critical to the "Who>1)eliversr

tsection on, the Goal Sheets. Before they can complete that por-

tion tethe Goal 'Sleet, they must clarify' their ro and roles

others will play iniimplementinbftheir Action Plan.

Tell teams that they are to review each PI ,and. discuss who

will deliver it.
Refer participants to the questions on page 42 in their ma-

terials and have teams discuss them together. As they interact,

they may wish to Chke notes from the discussion, and page 43 has

been grovided for that purpose.

During the discussion, teams should determine who will

deliver each PI and should complete the "Who Delivers ?" portion

of the Goal Sheets. (If they also can complete the "Tirget



\,

Group" section at the same time, sQ much the better.

Allow 30 minutes for the discussion and completion of the

specific portion of the Goal Sheets.

Note:

and teams

stop when

.tinue thei

which will

Then,

-41

Often such a discussion becomes hirix interactive,

need more time. If participants are not ready to

30 minutes are up, you might suggest that they con-

r discussion after the workshop is formally concluded,

be'in just a few mtutes. ,

bring the totol group together fol(the final activities

of the day.

A

'y

JP.

. t



DESIOMING THE PROGRAM: THE StHEDULE

Total time :. %Purposes: To) have pariicipants.furgish

data requIred td-completelleach of the five Goal Sheets (ndt
Variab e

ch as possible of the

necessarily in the workshop setting).

To imbue participants-with a sense-of excitement abdut

the task.

Preparation: You will want to see if the workshop room is available

. in the event teams wish to have a place to work together in the _1

evening. r

Procedures: Have participants read the text. Discusimith them

9 the I ed to be veil, specific in supplying data fur the Goal

Sheets.

Explafn that there will be a mini - session tomorrow on

, -

Resources in which they will have a chance to review_their.own

'resources and leaen.\*here to find and use.others. They will

,

.use,e Separate form, which will be attached o then Goal Sheet.
Mt

', If time remains, participants may begin completing, their
.

Goal Sheets, If the scheduled rkshop time'h#s-elapsed, tell

litt4;m,' hat they day need to da. some homework in order to come
. .

. ..

to
0
tomorrow's-session with the-Gdal Sheets as complete as

possible before continuing:the program.

V
mos Answer any*questions, including opei about where people

can get together to continue their work during the later

. ,,k,

!'
afternoon,'evenfng, or terly morning.

;41
"-----1? i

.
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WIND-DOWN, ACTIVITY

total time:
15 min.

0

Purposes:. To orient participants to tomorrow's schedule.
4

To provide an outlet fOr participants' thoughts and

feelings.

To provide. evaluative data for workshop facilitators.

To provide.a sense of closure to workshop experience.

.Preparation Write these two sentence fragments on a sheet of

paper and duplicate enough copies for each participant:

"Now I am

"Now I am

00011°
Leave plenty of Space after each fragment. (Yob also Can, dis-

tribute,blank paper and haVe participants write the sentence

begintfings'for themselves.)

Procedures: Aboue115 minutes before the planned workshop time is

up, thank

Take

the patticipants for coming and for their hard work.
4

a few minutes, to' provide a pre\riew, of, Day discuss

expectati clarify schedulea4ptarting and ending times,
-£ . .

provide anNeceiiary structure for the evening.
'.4

..

AnsWer any questionsLaOut the day's activittds,

Ihen'tell them that there are two verylkief Itatements

for them to complete as.the/closing activity. They.should

write 'as much or as littleas.they
. or.

Tell them they maxi or may not sign their names, asheu

.Wish.# I. - : ,,

...02- )
.,

--,

Tell them where to put'the completed statements.

' Distribute one form or blank paper to each participant



and tell them they May leave whenever they are Xhrough.-



Total.tiMe: .z'

Wolin:.
_ .

- 4
...'N

.. Review meddle goat and objectives

-

Alftwer4ny quettiOns that may arise.

(5 min.

(5 min.

COLLECTION OF RESOURCES

'Purposes: exari4n4 they process by whichieams gither materials.

Toprovideasystematicapproach to
.
resource c011ection.

'Preparation: If possible, have some of the materials describe in

Appendices A, B d C available-for pai4ticipants' 'perusal .ti
Procedures:

1'
Have all, participants read the introduatilin and

"Collection of resources" section.

and module outline.

2. Discuss STEP lain relation to the back.home setting.

have °partici ants idiscuss use of the guidelines.. Ave 'they

,
e
helpful?, .

(2 Fin:) ' .3. , Loo0 Ocklly at STEP 2,, -"Identifii, needed rdiO6Pees. .. -

e - ,

Emphasize consultaion..with students,, faculty, and coliiillunik/ 1 .
,

.

4 members; Also point out tie ;Stildard References in Ap'pendix'A.

2 min. 4.. Wove briskly (along to STEP 3, "Deveibp® and acquire new
,

. , . ,

.. resources." Emphasiii.communfeating. with ()tilers for--ideis--
,..$

.r.:ficulty, community. Refer. to Appendices B (CofolierCial PoOTt

1 . '

and C (How to Use ERIC) for further information.

-i

_ft/T'e
r
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EVALUATION ... AGTIVITY 1-

c 404
. ji ,

Purposes:.4 provide team members with format for written evaluation.

. "Po give team.memdks,an,opportUnityto go through a systematic

evaluation of a resource.

;

Preparation: Haveion'hand enou gh resources materials for ea Ch group
. .

to be able to select one. for this -act vity. Call the' area where

materials are stolOrthe "dugout.",

'Procure an overhead projectOr to display the transparency

if You decide to make one.

.*.

;:prsakedures:

.,
......

(3 mita.) , '1. Ask each partictpant 4to read the'text-on "Evaluation of:
, 14-

/ resources." Answer anyquestions. . Emphasize the need.for
( 4

systematic evaluation. Mention helter-skelter methods by which
O

we too frequently make decisions.

(2 min.) . 2. Display the transparency (if you have 'made one) of the
r."

Career Resourcie EvaluatOrSheet and demonstrate scoring (see

example).. If, you do not have a transparency, go over the'

. ,
.

Evaluation Sheet-carefully with .participants. *..

- .

'min.) '' 3: Alk one member of each team to select .a resource from

thedugout. Then, have each group work together to.fill out the

,Career ResourCe Evaluation Sheet and rate' -the resource.

3 miff.) Follow Up: Discuss the procedure with the teams.

-44



.(3. min.

r

,. .
: .

.0
,.. .

UTILIZATION dF RESOURCES - ACTIVITY. 2
.

.

,Purposes: To identify systematic steps for deciding what resources to

use. To have team members decide on, resources to use in the

Amplementation Steps of thOr PI's.

Preparation% Make sore-each_yeam has, its 'Goal Sheets from t *first

day.. -1

Procedures:

min.)

(12 min.)

ad. Ask partiOpants to read text on "utilization of

resources" up to the box" -which says'AdPvity 2.

.

2. Discbs the Resource Diamond. -

.. "...

44 a. .S rt with the base outline. 0 -,

b. Ten discuss the portionthat deal4i,sawith people
. .4

seTection and problems (between home1914te . and first

base):-.

ct 'Then discuss the second portion desctib.ing the

d.

selection 'of materials (between-firs.t'and second
.4.

bdPse).
.

,

,%
, ,..

Then on to the.third portion that deals with
, "

facilitjes: '''".. .'
\ . .. , -

e. Tbe'fourte)art (Homerun!f) is a flourishupon which -

. '0 . : 4 )to end.

l

., 4 '

3
.'i

ASk'team members now to look at the Resource4Utilization,'

chart. Have the team select a goal and N1` from their toal-:Skeets

to e46- on thiS chart,. Then, using the SysteffiattC thinking

i.11_ELStrat.ed by the Resource Didnond, hays Chem Cbniplete Mic

Resource Utilization chart.
K

Follow 110,' -Cjrcullte among the !.puttid. inswci1h9 any toetiOnz 4.,,,1,
A 0 1. ,. J d., o..



(5 min..

r

1.111 .

Or SUMMARIZING

Purpose: ,,To end this section and' to point out-farther references.

Preparation': 'Read the sunligl;ynd go over its major points.
,

, Procedures: .

. ,

AEI

1. Emphasize that this section is essentialay a systematic

.

review of what m61,t,counselors are Already doll',

2. .Review4hys-A6 eep infOrmation updated.

MenttonA00 ,.:particular* Appendix C, 4ow to

USe tuq,"

A

q .

r
el

r.

. "

v .

o.

74r4

177

.t

'4. .1'4'

".
I



total time:.
mine

r

12 min.,)

.1

01441

Review modulaoutlift, goal t

.

Rawer: al* questions, that:may arise.

4

RITRODUCTION

',Purposes: To famtliaVie °participants-with the definition of

evaluatton.

to explain the purpose of evaluation.

To explain that evaluation .focuies on total. prograln ass

mrent

preparati on : Be abl e to define the term "eva 1 uati on ".

Procedures: Have partfcipapts:read: this se ion quickly.

TYPES. OF EVALUAlSION .

Purposes: To define and-Make 'distinctions between cnniext, irbtit
S.priic0s; and product evaluation*

Preba ref i on ta. P rov examples -for eattu type of evaluation. Emphasize

that thil portibii,will focus- on PRoats an.dvPRODucT evaluation--
A° :

participants will learn kw, to do these latewonr' .*
Prixedul*es: ely-describe each type okelialtation to the tle3.-

., s .
pants.

f
# ,

Cent xt a needs assessinenp

evalUates. interyerLieo

s*rategiee of counielotts% , teachers , administritors

_...pd.afprofestionals parents and .:students.



ring; seeing if.the,prograin is being

ed'asAplanaed and how efficiently it is

.bind'
1.. _.- ',' , '; - :

.:, bent ininesed; focuiing on, the methods and striate-

..:**;1 giii!Ofife#:',achieve the goals of -the terser

., 4illWOOtpgram
-.. . ..

'7.e.eyeluates changes lestudent behavidr to see
a. ,... .

if Career; guidanCe. Program is meeting established

, .

i

(3

';(3 min.)

-.7

Note:' prepared to answer questions-aboUtie difference between

oieril`1 program evaluation and individual student evaluation

(grading).

, l
TO EP CTIVE EVALUATION.,. I a

:..,Pui-poseti...lidentify the 'key'',to',effective evaluation:,

tomPlete the.activitY; Key.. to iffeotiv.e-Roaluatitn.,.
.1.

Preparation: Make sure each team hive their GOAL SHiETS.wit em.

ProcedUres:. J

1. Ask. Bach: participant to read 'the text.
.. . . , ' .r. 0 . ,.,

'2. -.Explain i that al l',Categories found an the -Goal Sheet

should be Ciearly::defineed'in704-r to-delisle. on the type of

evaluation most appropriate for,thaperfoemante indicator.
....

10 mln.). : ,'.'3. `.Ask the team to select. one Goal. theek ,, Nave them com-
- .,....,:, . ,,i. .. . r".! v

;Complete . the ..p# c),Effectitiet va444atioilt.sheet. ] 1 ..t.4

. .
.

nt.itt.). Fol.low110: Tell participants to revfew, goals and performance i iiie.a.;.
:,_.74.-.., ,

... . .,./

They had di fitiCul ty .with the , activity..),oi,S. ,

41'

..!a
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.



5 min.)

A £VALUATN MODEL

Purposes: provide a co prehinsive evaluation model to show 'parti-,,

cipants how extensive the Oaluatioh process is.

'To familiarize participants with the evaluation process.

areparatfr: Be familiar with the text.

Procedures: ;

1. Have participantsquickly read the nine steps of the model.

2. Emphasize components 4 and 6 of the model.

Follow Up: Indicate that the'rest of this$Wtion will focus.On,compo-

nents 4 and 6, i.e.; evaluation design anedevelopmen{of-data

collection instruments.

RROCESS /PRODUCT EVALUATION'

Purposes: To make clear distinctions between process and product
. -

evaluation.

To explain the differences b$ween criterion-referenc CI

and norm-ref need tests.

ir .

To pro v e examples of possibN measurement instruments/

techniques.

Preparation: Befamiliar with text:'

Promide verbal examples of measurement instruments /techniques

.

if participants are unfamiliar with *
t 4min. , Procedures: 1. gie examp100 (Student Goal) to discUs PRODUCT.'*I " *kr * 7'. 'Y

EVALUATION.: --.1 :.'-'
,

, - r
. *- type'bfevalpatipn

.i. .

- evalluatfqn fnstrumentr i,e., criterion-referenced.
, \.2

., '
,. ..,4.

vs:' nOrm-referenced teats. .. /-
,

I

.., .

180.
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( min.)

(2-min.

-

2. Quickly move through example 2 (Staff God1)-to. discuss

PROCESS EVALUATION.

- type of evaluation

- evaluation instrumentfil", checklist

3. Briefly review .possible measurement tnstrOments/techilqUe%...-e
t.

-

POST-ASSESSMENT

,

"Av.

Purposes: To take the Orticipants through:a complete evalua ion' 1

process for one goal statement. ..

4' m

To bring together concepts zintrdduced in th'i,s section-,,,

Preparation: Make sure each team,na42 Goal Sheet and Key to Effective
(

Evaluation sheet used in the first activity for this section.

(1 mina)` PrdcedUres: 1. TeT.1..participanti.:ta use,the same goal ),nd performance 4.P

catbrs'as y did iffthoofirst-activity of th4Oortion,.

,6; 2. Tell them6to,frIT.in the type of evaluation

Nc- i_gkr ..-

0'F:0'8/PRODUCT) and measurement instrument /technique fdr each

.*'. 41 . p t
' pOrformance tnAcator.v Tell then to write down an example' of if

,..

item which might be used.as a art of the ll.gaon instrument.
. .

3/4., ,, -*tr.

e

..,

. . (1 min.); . ,3. _Tell participants they should,complete this Po%t- .,
,..

1 . .

Assessment for each of their-toal Sheets for an effective evalua- .

tion of their career,guidance Action Plan.
,.,

Follow Up:, Circulate among groupp and Monitor progress; ask for ques-

flos, comments.

. .

p ..

) .,
, f r

. - a,. . .

ice' -
,

-s
,-

:{
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APPENDICES

Purpose: To provide participahts with tools to aid in the evaluation

process.

Preparation: Be familiar with what fs contained in each appendix.

Procedures:
y . 40'$

(2 min.) 1. Briefly review each appendix. .4- I lo .

;
a. A:.-Evaluation ChecW4st

..-

(2 mirk:

,

b. B: Glossary

c. C;
e

if'

v .

2., 4mOhastze that this ,section pro /ides, a brief ovti.vieW of
.

,

the evaluatimprocess.

a

4.4 ;
14'

,

Yt .



Total Tit:
.

Purgoisp:' .To
.

back -home

VirRCOM17fG BARRIERS '
g

e 'individuals and teams analyze barrierv.in their

o gantzations that might prevent or hinder implementa-

tion of their .ActiovraPlan compiled during the workihop.

to' have team members share their#4st of barriers w7h one

another.

To have teams' plan the steps therwill take to overcomer

barriers that may in-event or hinder the implementation of their

Action flan.

Preparation: Before the wiirkshop,- duplicate -additional copies of
Ip

"Strata es and Tactics for Overcoming Eicriers." 4.

441;

edunes:'1/4-3f-

10 :241#Ve participants read thegOal'end'objectOas. ,Disctiss

'with' participants- the kinds ac, barriers. that they might -

in

. */1-4..
impi-etnenting heir Action Plans. Don't spend too much time-on

'
-this portion.

9
2. Ham participants read silently, "Hitting a Home Run".,

ask them to-,exaMine carefully the chart labeled, ",A Guide for-.

OverAoming Barriers." Dituss.the chart and thsoncepts outlined ...40

4 s

in.. the reading:

3. Ask them to turn Ito the ".Pi pointing Bairtet1 Worksheet

and read the directions. Tell thehi that- it is not vipportant, to

.

:have fille of-the spaces
-10-.

4 Ask,peticipants nowto s t he infolination on their
.. 0

Worksheet4

i. 4",-

h each another:. InfOrm...piretcipants, that, they are, to
4 -4



4.!

use consensus techsi Oques in prioritizing the barriers already

developed by each tArri membe,into barrie t 'that all of the team,

can agree upon. Ask partOpants to to o "Directions for the

Prioritizing Barriers Worksheet" and have them read silently

along with you.

(20;. In.) . 5e Briefly discuss the labels on the ttSiNitegies and Tactici

(7 min.)

for.Overcoming Barr' s itrksheei." Tell teams to list one,oi

the b rriers they ha reviousily identified in the column labeled
4

,

"Barrier the works Tell them that Ss a:team they .are to
-

determine sapcific steps they will take to eliminate or lessen the -a

impa-Ct of the barrier on the implementation of -their Action Rlan.--

Tell participants to use 1A *Gulde for-Overcoming Barriers4igaS an
.

mole in completinthe task. Ask'teams to complete one "Strategies

and Tactics-for Overcoming Barriers Worksheet" for eac-h barrier.
.

. lb. .

Emphasizes that teams are 6 list anticipatOroutComes on the baCk

i
of each worksheet. ,Tell pafticipanis they'have 20 minutes to com

E
-

a,
plete the activity. Distribute additional worksheets as needed.

. 6. Ask team members to share thq,content of thejr plan'With 1'-

other participants.
*

h(3 min,)' Follow Up: Dis ss the asefulness of incorpbrating these exercises into
-

, t

the developmen f each Action Plan.
. " ,P

(4

ro:

:

p . .

4 ,

.4



Total time:

..

(2 min.. )
.

P MAKING CHANGE WORK FOR -YOU

Review outline, goalse and objectives. Answer any questions

that may arise.

WHAT MAKES CHANGE HAPPENY1''

(8 min.) Purposes: To stimulate. pirticiphhts into thVing about how change

i

occurs, . d

Tohelp partiCipants recogrtiZe how their attitudes toward
s.. -

1, change effect the success of their Action Rlan.
4To enable participants to measure their attitudes toward .

,

'-'-change with the Perspectives (*Change Inventory.-
- ,-

Prebaratioh: 'Have pejaqugh Perspectives on Change Inventory sheets -.-
1

and Scorin' Sheets for all par icigosts.

Procure an verhead projector r and prepare a transparency of

4.the Perspectives on Chang Inventory Marke

answers. If you decide not to do th;is, then

Oth. the correct

duplicate snoring

sheets for'the group.
, -. '-- '-

,frocedures:
.*

TrIllk .

1. As each participant to read the ,text. , .

.

2. Hay.4ille.sparticfpants complete the PliekeEtives on.

rr*

. CHtino. rnvenfory. Emphasize that.they should. iiirk the statements:.

W (agree) or "0" (disagree)' accirrd tosi:thtir most basic
','

...:

,feel it* .v., 1". A .! '1 '.. , 1.... 441 ,

,

... A.,,,...
t.,-,. a-... Hale particiPanii! look- at the etoei.ing Sheet ani'cal cull ;

# fr .0 A 404' . ipt :. . .

late theilr tbcore. Os* the -Vransp4rency.,to a10
. -

thts..process .
. 1

.. ,. 4.,



, .. ,

i WHAT DOES YOUR f.MEAN? ,

(15 Min.) Purposes:
.

To explain the meaning of the score participants cal-

04.

culated for their Perspectiveson Change inventory.

:1

To provide an opportunity for team Members to discuss their

attitudes toward change.

Preparation: Oti the board or newsprint write the questions that par-

ticipants ere to focus on Pbr their discussion.

Procedures: ir

.04

1. Tell participants to read the first two,paragraphs in

this _section. A

Explain e-meaning of high score nd a low score.

3. Tell partIcipants to read the rest of this section and

then begitidisicussion within- their team Keep the questions as

an easily viewable.referende.

.4. After a few minutes, ask for general reactions from the

total /group. geep'the discussion fairly short, but allow a vari-

ety i'viewpoints to be expressed. The major emphasis here is

on having participants examine :their feelings toward change, not

. .

defend or justify their scores.
4

*.a

DiKtiEw rpu, MY NAME A CHARGE AGENT

YOUR ROLE WITH.THE SUPER NEW INGREDIENT'OF "CHANGE AGENT"

min.)-1Purposes4% provide cognitive material about t4 role ofipange

-

agent.
t

.
.0A*r 7 RdentifYthrei,iaSIC5 with which members of `a career

, ., N gui da is ",.teakpowili t4uallYtaveAo cupe
1.., . ,, ., . .,.

.. !..:To define *impl icMions associated with 'penning' a chakge .

.1/ :t. ..
.

!
.41:agent. . , /. . . r

IS

7.4;.-4*.A:86



t.

, . ) .51 t
9

,

.. .
.

Itt, - Preparation Be familiar,with the content of thesethree;sections:'
-t..15

..4. 0 ' . .,

r

'

..

Procedures:

.

h. Tell partiCipants.to'quitkly reed these three sections.
e

2, Emphasize the three taski presented in the section

entitled "The new you."

3. Remind the participants that the laSf section of,this

module will deal with specific chpnge agent skills which can-be '

incorporated into each teaWs_Action

ESTABLISHING RELATIONSHIPS.

(5 min.) purpcisi.:. To present nine.characteristics of an ideal change agent

relationship.,
.

Preparation: Beccime familiar with the nine. characteristics of an

ideal change agent relationship. Be able to provide a "real-
.

life" example for each characteristic.
.

(3`min.)

. 4

Rrocedures: %..
,

7 . 4- .

1. Briefly discuss each characteristic with participants.

40

- ,

ProviAe.'real-life" examples where necessary or appropriate'.
.. .

CHANG AGENT CHARACTERISTICS.

Jkurpose) . tnible team members to identify one or more change agent

characteristics which they can use to facilitate the implemen-

tation of their Action Plan.

Preparation:,'None.
. ,

Jim' Procedures:
-

'111
,Tell the participants to read the text.

o

- . .

t a



'I N... . .
,.! N..,

. ' .

. ' -.,.-.....\\:.,

$ .
.

.

...1

..

:.:. v 2. Tell,taCh 'team,pembilrAoIchoose
a
Orie o'r m04"change,

..% .... -1, . ,. .,
. ...2,

. . ,

. agtnt'characteristici:which.coilld be used tl.facilfiate the'''.

'implementation of the Action Plan.

3. Have participants discuss/ways in which they'see them-
.

, selves as a change agent with other members ol_theie tea.

THE 'BUGLES ARSE BLOWING, TACTICS.

(15 mina Purposes: To describe,specific behavioeal tactics used by change

agents which canbe'implemepted in an Action Plan.

-
To nave teams adopt-two of the tactiCi for use in their

.4!

s
etiffon Plans.

, .

Preparation: Write on the board. or newsprint the six change agent
.

beetics.

Pr'ocedures: )
7

1. Have participants quickly,read)the sectjon entitled

"The'hugles ge hlowi4."
y

2.' Display the sii change agent tactiCs. Tell teams thdt

they will be selecting two tactics to 04( 140,i/ their

Action Plans.

Describe each tactic briefly. Pr:ovtde "reet-life" exam-
,

4

pies where appropriate dhd necessary.

4101111Repeat the instructions, i.e., teams should select two
4

tactics' to use in ttieir'Action Plans.. Tell teams to discuss how

and when these tacttcs.can be used.

5: After.a few minutes, atk one or twu iridividual vld

share their ideas with thd whole group:.

ed.

'1'bo



, :40/ ; '

SUMMARY

min. Purposes: To bring togethe)^ the concepts-presented in Otis, section.

-To'provide encouragement and support for team members' using_
. .

change agent tactics in their Action Plans.

Prey ation: None.
$.

Procedures:

4 .
.

.
1. Explain 'that change 1% something experienced by all.'

2. Tell pdfttcfpants that the success of their Actfon Plan

miry depend, on their ability to use change agent tactics.

ollow U Cir'culate among, tftikteams; ask for'questions, comments.
IRF

.s

0

s

ti

.



finis:II
) .

mi

xible;

most)

ONCLUDING ACTIVITLES

SensussteekintBehatiot. dating ScaleAy.

Haire pilrtle-ipents turn giek to page 29. in t materiels* the
,

sa
"ConseniUsNseekins-Ilehavior-Ritifig:Scale.lt.:Asii:them±to-complete-r-the_--

410
"Post-Workshop* column with the rating. that .each, person ilelieies is

appropriate for the team, ,

0:.1

Theint.".have the team complete the samec2144mn on the team form.
_,-, ., , , .

, , , ,

Members wl fi d time to discuss their ratings and detepnine whether
r . r " .

.or not linproiebient, has .ocCurred :in their team's funCtioning

Feedback from participenti *.
k the leader of each Spearhead Teals to provide,,e short State-

Pent ofithe teatie.s ieactions. to the 'Workshop and...to-the implementation

. of. theliCtion Plan: Iime.4hould beliinited to two or threefminutei. :

firer"? team

, .
Thank' he participants for coming and Indicate that there.is one

:..f..1.:4,al..task-Lthe evaluation- of the WOrks:hoO. .partictpants to

plete it ..tholghtfully, . as the data, I be used to' assess othe-butco

arty . meie:eny needed reViSioos iniconteni.

0

EVAu
.5'

s ib in form to:e particiipatit for .coMpietiOn.

EaCh: fecilitater i. slieuld alio complete an eve'uati-dn,,fprm):4 the

Workih

of
a.


